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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes an investigation of the perception of the 

strongly voiced components of speech. The work was related to 

the perception of speech in very noisy environments since the 

strongly voiced components are usually the ones least masked by 

noise. 

Experiments were performed to measure the intelligibility of a 

wide range of test materials. When strongly voiced components 

were heard, about 20% of PB words were correctly repeated and 

about 45% of words from prose phrases. As semantic and 

grammatical constraints were removed, the scores fell. When white 

noise was inserted in the silences between strongly voiced 

components, the number of words correctly repeated increased. 

The increase for prose phrases was about 20 percentage points 

and about 1 percentage point for PB words. The number of PB 

words repeated rose by 10 percentage points when the words were 

embedded in a known phrase. 

Similar results were obtained when noise was added in the silences 

cPilsed by regular interruption of speech or by removal of the 

strongly voiced components. No significant increase in the 

nuMber of words correctly repeated was found when a monotone 

synthetic vowel was inserted instead of the white noise. 

A number of hypotheses have been discussed in the text that 

might provide an explanation for the observed results. The 

- Phone h 	Rata() tect 
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one most consistent with the results, including those of other 

workers, is based on linguistic association. 

The basis of this hypothesis is that only auditory signals with 

special characteristics are perceived in terms of language. 

Interrupted speech was not sufficiently speech-like to be classed 

as language but the addition of noise in the silences did allow 

more complete use to be made of linguistic knowledge. 

It has not yet been determined-precisely which features of the 

signal heard control the use of linguistic knowledge. 
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GLOSSARY 

Statistical symbols  

n 	number of observations 

d.f. degrees of freedom 

X 	mean of n scores of X 

s 	standard deviation calculated from the data 

a 	estimate of standard deviation of the parent population 

Var variance 

X(T) transformed data score 

X(Y) mean transformed score expressed on original data scale 

t 	as in Student's t—test 

Snedecor's variance ratio 

p 	probability of null hypothesis being confirmed 

Speech abbreviations  

SV 	the strongly voiced components of speech 

SV 	speech from which the strongly voiced components have 
been removed 

SAT 	speech to noise ratio, O. 	Speech, VU; noise, r.m.s. 

V* 	synthetic monotone vowel 

noise, white noise, 0 to 10 kHz unless otherwise specified 

regular interruption, 100% square wave amplitude modulation, 
unity mark space ratio 

regular alternation, signal switched from ear to ear at equal 
intervals in time 

voicing controlled, switching operation dependent on the 
instantaneous level of the envelope of the voicing waveform 

syllable—synchronised or syllable—tied, switching that occurs 
at the same relative point or points in each syllable . 

rhythm, any temporal pattern in a speech waveform other than 
those occurring at millisecond rates. That is, phonemic, 
syllabic, word and phrase patterns. 	In general, the word is 
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used in this thesis to denote the pattern of words making up 
a phrase 

context, unless qualified, as in the case of semantic or grammatical 
context, the word is used to denote semantic context 

category, used in connection with the rating scale, this word 
denotes a-change from one point to another on the five point 
rating scale. 

AI 	articulation index 

Sib 	 speech interference level 

PB 	,phonetically balanced 
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CHAPTER ONE: 	INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	Speech and Noise  

When speech is heard against a background of loud noise it 

becomes difficult to understand. Given a loud enough noise, 

it .can become totally unintelligible. 	If the noise is 

similar to thermal noise, increasing the noise level relative 

to that of the speech masks first the consonants and then, 

at higher levels, the vowels. - The vowels can still be heard 

when the consonants are masked because of the high energies 

at discrete-.frequencies, a characteristic of voicing. 	In 

very noisy environments speech can therefore become almost 
k 

indistinguishable from vowels heard against a background of 

noise. 

The work to be described in this thesis is an investigation 

of the perception of the strongly voiced components of speech, 

the_components that are most prominent when noise is also 

present. This type of signal is most notably different from 

pure speech in the temporal domain. The rhythm of voicing 

is not-the same as the rhythm of complete speech. 

.The.experiments to be described were based not only on a 

consideration of this rhythm but also on regarding'the signal 

_consisting of .the strongly voiced. components as a form of. 

interrupted speech. 
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1.2 	The historical development of communication. 

Communication between individuals has played a dominant role 

in allowing man to become the most advanced animal on Earth. 

Speech and language are the basis of this communication. 

Although other gesture systems could serve adequately for 

communication, speech has the great advantage of leaving the 

hands free to perform other tasks as Sir Richard Paget (1930) 

has pointed out. 

Speech alone was not enough to allow the development of 

advanced civilisations. Once a word had been spoken it was 

lost for ever. There was no permanent record of taxes and 

commands for later reference or for sending to a distant place. 

Scripts, generally based on the spoken word, came into being 

to allow for and overcome this disadvantage of speech itself. 

An interesting exception to the systems in which the script 

was based on the spoken word is the Inca Quipu. Quipus 

were a-combination of knotted, coloured strings. Hyams and 
1 

Ordish (1963) suggest that the quipus were more of a mnemonic 

to aid the clerks than a complete record. 

The use of a script involves a loss of all that information 

that is contained in vocal inflection and personal speech 

characteristics, and so a loss of some precision. Bodily 

gestures which so often add.to the meaning of the spoken word 

are also lost but the gain of a permanent record is undeniable. 
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It is remarkable that the ancient civilisations became as 

far—flung as they did. Script systems did not solve the 

problem of sending messages over long distances. Beyond 

shouting range, the speed with which a message could be 

transmitted depended, in most cases, on how fast a rider 

could carry it. There were attempts to send messages more 

rapidly; the ancient Persian capital was surrounded by 

men who shouted messages to each other. This same system 

was also employed in outposts of the Roman Empire. Modern 

parlour games, in which messages are passed by word of mouth 

round a circle of participants, cast considerable doubt on 

the accuracy of this particular method of rapid transmission. 

The Romans also made widespread use of the heliograph. 

Provided that direct sunlight was available, stages of many 

miles were accomplished. The number of people involved in 

a given communication chain was thus much smaller than when 

shouting to each other and the pithability of errors occurring 

so reduced. Any given message_ would be longer when sent by 

heliograph unless the message was one of a restricted set, for 

which a code had been established. 	This is because of the 

basic alphabet of the heliograph being limited to series of 

flashes. The semaphore increased the size of the basic 

alphabet,and so cut down message size, as well as not having 

to rely on direct sunlight. 
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int-ernabcail 
Transmission of speech over enewix  distances almost instant-

aneously has only been achieved in this century. The 

development of speech transmission has run concurrently 

with the advances in electrical knowledge and technology 

but two crucial steps stand out. The first was Bell's 

insight in realising that an electrical analogue of acoustic 

waveforms exists. 	Bell's.assistant Watson (1915) quotes 

this assumption when reviewing the steps towards the invention 

of the telephone. 	The second step was wireless telegraphy. 

Theoretical considerations held that wireless telegraphy 

would require a vast mirror in the sky if it were to be 

successful. Such a mirror was not visible and was assumed 

not to exist. Marconi's experiment, carried out despite the 

theoretical prediction, which showed that the mirror does 

-exist, is a warning not to come to a conclusion without 

adequate evidence. The combination of wireless telegraphy 

and_the electrical analogue of the speech waveform resulted 

in wireless transmission of speech. 

The transmission system brought new problems with it; among 

the problems was the inevitable addition of noise to the 

-signal. 	In essence, the problems can be answered, or at 

least alleviated if the answers to the folloWing qUestion 

are designed into the system: "what restrictions,-additions 

and alterations can be made to the original acoustic wave- 
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form without seriously impairing the intelligibility 9 	The 

answers are the result of many experiments on speech perception 

which will be reviewed in chapter four. When the transmission 

is intended for high quality entertainment, the criteria may 

be stricter. High intelligibility alone may not be adequate; 

the speech may be required to sound entirely natural. 

The communication engineer is usually required to transmit a 

given message between two points with limited power and at a 

specified error rate. When the message is in binary form, 

the problem is amenable to mathematical treatment, Shannon and 

Weaver (1962); optimum codes can be established and relation-

ships between power , time for transmission and error rate 

derived. In such cases the transmission chain is represented 

as having a form similar to that shown in block diagram Rom 

ium figure 1...1. 	The noise souce is a combination of all the 

factors leading to error, whether additive gaussian noise or 

equipment failure. 	The topic of noise and its effect on a 

communication channel is well covered by Blachman (1966). 

However, the approach in this thesis is directed towards 

human performance, particularly listener performance. The 

experimental situation is as shown in the block diagram of 

figure 1.2. 	The diagram is superficially similar to that in 

figure one, again it is a communication linkl but emphasis has 

shifted from the channel to the listener. 



Source 
Code 

Mod 
Channd 

Decode 

Demod 
Receiver 

Noise Noise 

Speaker Listener Controlled 
Degradation 

Noise 

I 

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of communication chain. 

Noise comprises all errors arising in the channel 

Figure 1.2: Block diagram of communication chain in 

perception experiments 

Noise includes all incidental degradations 
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Degradations introduced during experiments fall into two classes. 

A real communication system may be simulated and the listener's 

performance measured. In this way a realistic measure of the 

performance of the complete system can be obtained. Sometimes 

the degradations introduced are of a type not normally 

encountered. The operations carried out on the speech 

signal will have been decided in advance to test some 

hypothesis about the listener's performance. The knowledge 

thus gained may be important in contributing towards the 

improvement of communication channels. The work in this 

thesis is of the latter type. Strongly voiced components 

alone do not occur naturally but knowledge about their 

perception may add valuable results which contribute towards 

an understanding of speech communication. 

- 1.3 	The problem of noise 

In contrast to the communication theory definition of noise, 

- 	the word noise is used in this thesis to describe any unwanted 

signal linearly added to the wanted speech. Changes to the 

waveform of the speech itself are described as distortion. 

As described, there can be some confusion between noise and 

distortion but context will usually make the meaning clear. 

Noise can arise as a problem in three ways; because of acoustic 

noise near the listener, because of noise added to the signal 

in the communication channel and because of acoustic noise 
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in the listener's environment. 	Interfering noise of the 

acoustic type is very common both in the speaker's and 

listener's environment. 	The speaker may not be directly 

affected by the noise, he can still speak even if unable to 

hear himself. A signal heard by the listener would have 

the noise added at the speaker's end added to the noise in 

his own environment. The problem of noise thus concerns the 

listener, whatever the source of the noise. 

Acoustic noise is a real problem in most walks of life. 	In 

a city office there is the clatter of typewriters, the sound 

of pneumatic hammers from a nearby building site and perhaps 

the shriek of a jet plane overhead. The listener who hears 

these sounds directly is likely to hear much more of the 

wanted message correctly than one who hears them over the 

same channel as the wanted message. 	The use of two ears, 
assists 

see Cherry (1961), UataimmaAthe different sound sources to 

be separated and attention focussed on the wanted signal. 

Bowles (1960) has discussed binaural discrimination and Levitt 
• 

(1964) has investigated a measure of separation. 	It cannot 

be over—emphasised that such selection of the wanted message 

can only occur when the sound sources are spatially separated. 

Linguistic rules assist the listener in following a conversation 

under all circumstances. Miller and Isard (1963) have 

discussed the consequences of grammar and context for the 
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perception of speech. They conclude that if the phrases heard 

have a simple syntactical structure, then the number of words 

correctly perceived- at a given signal to noise ratio will be 

higher than for other types of phrase. This result is 

ascribed to the limited choice available for a given word once 

that other words in the sentence have been established and have 

set up their constraints on the phrase structure. This 

result points out the great advantage that the human listener 

has in being able to make use of an enormous number of pieces 

of evidence to establish the identity of a word. The 

problems involved in making a detector able to perform a 

similar task are too great to be overcome at present. 

It is possible to make use of the listener's directional 

hearing ability with communication channels provided that 

at least two such channels are available. 	Stereophonic 

sound is a popular example of establishing a distributed 

sound field with two channels. 	Cherry (1963) has pointed 

out that such systems are not completely equivalent to 

listening in the original sound field and suggests that 

two channel communication circuits should be investigated 

with care. 
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1.4 	Description. of thesis 

The anatomy and classical psychophysics of hearing are 
paid 

reviewed in chapter two, special attention being paolodAto 

aspects particularly relevant to the perception of speech. 

The nature of speech itself is considered in chapter three. 

A review of the work on perceptual units is included and also 

- a discussion of the measurement of intelligibility. 	The 

articulation index and speech interference level are discussed 

in chapter four and degradations of speech, including 

interruption and alternation, that are not considered by 

the articulation- index are covered separately. 

The preliminary experiments and their results are the subject 

of chapter five. The main experiments, concerned with the 

perception of the strongly voiced components of speech and 

the effects of noise on the perception are described in chapter 

six. As each experiment is described, the results are quoted 

and discussion kept to a minimum. The results of all the 

experiments are summarised in chapter seven and the various 

hypotheses discussed at length. The conclusion that ling—

uistic association plays a large part in the observed increase 

in intelligibility when noise is added to the strongly voiced 

components is discussed in chapter eight. Some questions 

raised by the present work are stated with suggestions for 

further experiments. 
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1.5 	Publication of results 

In a letter to the editor of Nature, Cherry and Wiley (1967) 

described the results obtained when white noise was alternated 

with the strongly voiced components of speech. The improvement 

in intelligibility when the noise was added between the strongly 

voiced components was held to be due to preservation of a 

natural rhythm when noise had been added. 

It is now intended to submit a formal paper for publication 

in which the main experiments and conclusions of this thesis 

will be described. The paper will take the form of a 

revised version of the material covered in chapters six and 

seven. 
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CHAPTER TWO : 	HEARING 

2.1 	Introduction 

Although the structure of the ear has been studied since the 

time of Ancient Greece, detailed knowledge was not obtained 

until comparatively recently. The development of the 

compound microscope allowed the finely detailed structures 

of the inner ear to be observed by Corti in 1851. 

Lack of knowledge of the structure of the ear did not prove 

to be a handicap to the development of theories of hearing. 

Such theories were based on observed physical phenomena, such 

as the resonance of vases, and corresponding structures 

postulated for the inner ear. Detailed knowledge of the 

structure of the ear did not prove to be sufficient to 

establish a definitive theory of hearing. 

Neural action has to carry a signal to the brain and any 

theory of hearing must take into account the type of signal 

carried by the auditory nerve. Knowledge of such signals 

is a very recent development. Weyer (1949) contains a 

review of the work carried out in 1930 by Weyer and Bray 

which established the form of the signal on the auditory 

nerve. 

Theories of hearing are principally concerned with accounting 

for the perception of pitch. Pitch is a subjective phenomenon 

peculiar to hearing. Most senses give an indication of 
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the intensity of a stimulus and the perception of loudness 

is likely to occur in a similar way: Thus any theory first 

accounts for the perception of pitch and is then modified 

to account for the perception of loudness. 

In this chapter the development of the Volley theory of 

hearing is traced. 	The classical psychophysical experiments 

on pitch and loudness are reviewed in another paragraph and 

-their results considered with reference to their relevance 

to speech perception. 

2.2 	The structure of the ear 

The human ear can be divided into three sections, the outer, 

middle and inner ears, increasing in complexity at each step. 

The outer ear comprises the visible parts of the ear, the - 

pinna and external auditory meatus. The pinna, or ear flap, 

serves as a reflector, particularly when it can be directed 

towards_a sound but in man this ability has been lost. The 

pinna may serve the purpose of introducing tonal differences 

according to the direction of a sound source. 

The external auditory meatus protects the fragile organs deeper 

in the ear. It also acts as a resonant tube. Wiener and 

Ross (1946) have shown that pressures at the *inner end of the 

canal may be more than double those at the entrance at 

frequencies of about 3Y.Hz and multiples thereof. 
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At the inner end of the external meatus is the eardrum, a 

stretched membrane which transfers the vibrations to the 

middle ear. The middle ear contains a pressure transformer 

to increase the force applied to the inner ear. The 

transformer has two main components. 	Three bones, the 

malleus, incus and stapes, act as a mechanical lever system. 

The area of the ear drum is much greater than that of the 

end of the stapes that transfers the vibrations to the inner 

ear; the force applied to the inner ear is thus further 

increased. Bekesy (1960) has measured the overall pressure 

transformation and has obtained values of the order of 20:1 

or more. 

The most complex part of the ear is the inner ear, the cochlea.. 

The stapes presses on the oval window, a membrane in the 

surface of the cochlea, thus transferring vibrations to 

the interior. 	Inside the cochlea is a system of two 

canals and a duct, separated by membranes. The cochlear 

has a structure much like a snail shell but is shown 

in figure 2.1 stretched to a linear form. 	The two canals, 

filled with perilymph fluid, are connected at the far end 

from the oval window to form a continuous folded tube. 

Impulses arriving at the oval window pass along the 

incompressible fluid to be dissipated at the round window. 

The duct, filled with endolymph fluid, is isolated by two 

membranes between the two canals. A cross—section of 
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Vestibular canal 

Cochlear duct 

Tympanic canal 

Cochlear duct 
Tympanic 
canal 

Lamina 

Organ of Corti 

Hair cells 

Reissner's membrane 

Vestibular canal 

Oval window 

Round window 

Fig. 2.1: a section along the unfolded cochlea: 
(not to scale) 
(simplified) 

Basilar membrane 

Fig. 2.2: cross-section of _the unfolded cochlea 
(not to scale) 
(simplified) 
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the tube whose length is shown in figure 2.1 is shown in 

greater detail in figure 2.2. Travelling waves in the 

perilymph,.caused by movement of the stapes, set up charac-

teristic envelopes in the motion of the basilar membrane. 

Predominantly low frequency sounds cause maxima of the 

envelope at the apical (far) end of the membrane and high 

frequency sounds at the basal end. The displacement of 

the basilar membrane sets up shear across the hairs of the 

organ of Corti which then trigger nervous activity. The 

organ of Corti is shown in detail, but in simplified form, 

in figure 2.3. Anatomical detail has been based largely 

on Davis (1951). 
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Cochlear duct 

Reissner's membrane 

Tectorial membrane 
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~.v.._--ter 

Lamina 

Auditory nerve 

Hair 

Basilar membrane 

cells (grouped as a single row 
and a triple row in most 
mammals but occurs as a 
single row and a quadruple 
row in parts of the human 
cochlea) 

Fig. 2.3: 	The organ of Corti. 



2.3 	Theories of hearing 

There are two main groups of theories of hearing, the place 

theories and the frequency theories. Place theories require 

that different frequencies produce activity at different 

places in the ear. Signals are transmitted to the brain 

only from places where there is activity. The place theories 

fall into two classes according to whether the activity in 

the ear is localised by resonance or by wave motion. 

The frequency theories assume that the mechanical vibrations 

of the sound are transduced to the auditory nerve and that 

perception of pitch occurs centrally. 	In theories of this 

type frequency analysis may occur at periphery or centre; 

only the perception of.pitch must occur centrally. 

The volley theory, Wever (1949), one of the most satisfactory 

theories to date, combines some aspects of both types of 

theory. 

The earliest theories, due to the Ancient Greeks, were of the 

_place type. 	Their theories postulated a system of air filled 

resonant cavities tuned to the different audible frequencies. 

Exactly how the resonant cavities gave rise to sensation was 

not considered. At a later date, anatomists showed that no 

air filled cavities existed in any part of the ear. The 

cochlear was then suggested as a resonant element that could 

take the place of the resonant cavities. Further anatomical 

findings suggested that the basilar membrane played a crucial 
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role in hearing. Helmholtz then provided the basis for all 

modern resonance thoeries when he suggested that the resonance 

of different sections of the basilar membrane gave rise to the 

sensation of pitch. 

However, Bekesy (1961) pointed out that the maxima observed 

in the motions of the basilar membrane were hardly well enough 

defined to account for the precision of pitch perception. 

Bekesy then developed a wave type theory of pitch perception. 

Direct observations of the signals in the auditory nerve 

allowed Wever (1949) to set up the volley theory. Electrical 

measurements of the signals on the auditory nerve did not 

prove to be straightforward to make. The first experiment 

attempting to do this found a signal on the nerve that was 

similar to the original acoustic signal. This was evidence 

in favour of telephone theories which postulate that the 

inner ear acts as no more than a transducer. Further 

experimemts showed that there are two signals present on 

the nerve; the cochlear microphonic, already described as 

the telephone signal, was one and the second was a pulse coded 

signal. The microphonic apparently plays no part in 

conveying information to the brain. 	It is the pulse coded 

signal that is important. 

At low frequencies the coded signal consists of bursts of 

pulses at the frequency of the sound heard. Neurons cannot 

fire more often than about once each millisecond and so this 
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pattern of synchronised pulses might be expected to fail at 

frequencies above a few hundred hertz. Frequency information 

is nevertheless retained in the pattern of neural firings 

up to abOut 4 kHz. This is achieved by neurons sharing duty; 

one particular neuron may only fire on, for example, every 

third cycle of the incoming waveform. At frequencies above 

about 1 kHz activity also appears to be restricted to certain 

groups of neurons. Thus it would appear that pitch is 

determined peripherally at high frequencies according to 

which neurons are active, and centrally at low frequencies, 

all frequency information being passed on to the brain. At 

intermediate frequencies both types of action occur, say 

between 1 and 4 kHz. Information about the intensity of 

a sound appears to be sent to the brain according to the 

number of neurons active in total. 

The volley theory postulates that both intensity and frequency 

information are sent to the brain in pulse coded form except 

that high frequencies are analysed at the cochlea.. 

This result may have some bearing on the perception of speech. 

The spectrum of speech is such that all three frequency 

ranges, low, intermediate and high, are present but not 

necessarily at one and the same time. 
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2.4 	Classical experiments on the limits of hearing 

The basic experiments on the perception of sound have been 

concerned with thresholds and just noticeable differences, 

j.n.d.'s, for loudness and pitch, or their physical correlates 

intensity and frequency. Well defined test signals have 

,always been used, usually sine waves but sometimes narrow 

bands of thermal noise. The interactions of intensity on 

- pitch and frequency on loudness have also been well studied. 

Loudness: Fletcher and Munson (1933) and Robinson and 

Dadson (1957) have established curves of intensity versus 

frequency for the threshold of hearing and for equal loudness 

curves. A sound pressure of about 0.0002 dynes/sq.cm. is 

necessary for any sound to be heard at the optimum frequency. 

Higher r.m.s. pressures are required at high and low frequencies. 

The frequency of greatest sensitivity is between 2 and 5 kHz. 

The equal loudness curves are similar in shape to the threshold 

curves but whet the intensity has been raised some 90 dB above 

the 0.0002 dynes/sq.cm. level there is little variation of 

loudness with frequency. Sound pressures some 30 dB higher 

than this level cause pain. 

Pitch: acoustic vibrations between 16 Hz and 16 kHz are heard 

as sound. The upper limit shows considerable variation with 

age, Bunch and Raiford (1931), being as high as 25 kHz for 

children and dropping to 8 kHz by the age of sixty. 
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Loudness and pitch are not directly proportional to intensity 

and frequency respectively. 	In the middle of the sensation 

range,the subjective variations are approximately proportional 

to the logarithm of the stimulus value but there are wide 

deviations from this proportionality at extreme values, 

particularly of frequency. Many workers have contributed 

towards the establishment of the phon scale of loudness and 

the mel scale of pitch. 

Riesz (1928) first made reliable measurements of the just 

noticeable differences of intensity. He found that differences 

of less than 1 dB could be detected by direct comparison. 

Somewhat smaller differences were detectable at intermediate 

sound levels but larger ones at levels near the threshold of 

hearing. 	The total number of j.n.d.'s is about 320. 

Shower and Biddulph (1931) found that j.n.d.'s for frequency 

were a constant number of Hertz at frequencies below 2 kHz 

and a constant percentage of the frequency at which j.n.d. 

was being measured at higher frequencies. They found that 

the total number of j.n.d.'s was about. 1400. 	This was 

confirmed by Rosenblith and Stevens (1953) who found that 

differences as small as on part per thousand could be 

detected. 	Since all j.n.d.'s are not equal, the total 

number of discriminable tones is not the product of the 

j.n.d.'s for intensity and frequency. 	Stevens and Davis (1938) 
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estimate that there are some 340,000 distinct tones. Not 
33 

all of these can be utilised for speech communication which 

does require an absolute judgement at some level in the 

perceptual process. 

2.5 	Absolute perception of differences 

The number of absolutejudgements that can be made is two or 

three orders of magnitude smaller than the number of j.n.d.'s. 

.Pollack (1952) found that only five different intensities 

could be reliably identified. However, Pollack and Wicks 

(1954) found that the number of absolute identifications 

was much higher when multi—dimensional stimuli were used. 

In fact, as many as a hundred different combinations of 

intensity, frequency and duration could be reliably identified. 

However, the disparity bet;•reen the ability to detect changes 

and the ability to identify states,as shown by human listeners, 

is dramatically exemplified by the comparison of 340,000 just 

noticeably different tones and 100 identifiable tones with 

the added dimension of duration. 

One feature of sound that has not been so adequately studied, 

except in the case of formant limens, to be discussed in the 

next chapter, is the relative amplitude of harmonics, timbre 

as it is called in the subjective domain. A large-number 

of musical instruments can be absolutely identified but this 

judgement is not based on timbre alone; the attack and decay 

of individual notes also play a role in identification. 



Identification of different sounds is made on a variety of 

bases. To examine the ability to differentiate sounds of 

different loudness, or different pitch; or different duration 

is not very meaningful in the practical situation of speech 

communication. Nevertheless, it is possible that such 

basic measurements may hold some clues to the perceptually 

important features of speech. 
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CHAPTER THREE: SPPECH, ITS PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION 

3.1 	The production of speech 

A knowledge of how speech is produced is helpful in understanding 

the physical structure of the speech signal. Speech product-ion 

is also held to be relevant to perception by the motor theory. 

Liberman, Cooper, Harris and MacNeilage (1962) have suggested 

that there is very strong feedback between perception and 

motor activity of the articulators but probably at the level 

of neural commands. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the main features of the vocal system 

in simplified diagrammatic form. 	Pressure built up in 

the lungs causes air to flow through the tubes and cavities 

formed by the pharynx, mouth, nose etc. The flow may 

or may not be modulated by vibration of the vocal folds. 

In voicing, which occurs in all vowels and some consonants, 

unless whispered, the vocal folds vibrate and set up variations 

in the flow of air at a fundamental frequency and multiples 

theif. As the air passes through the various cavities, 

the relative amplitude of the harmonics is altered, producing 

the formants. 	In whispered speech similar formant patterns 

are produced by varying the intensity of the noise set up 

by the air flow differentially with frequency. Restriction 

of the air flow, whether voiced or not, causes spectral 

shaping of the noise component characteristic of some 

consonants. 
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3.2 	The sounds of speech 

Speech sounds are usually classified according to the manner 

of their production. 	Potter, Kopp and Green (1947) present 

a very thorough investigation of the positions of the 

articulators when making various sounds, together with the 

corresponding spectrograms. 

English vowels are produced by vibration of the vocal folds, 

voicing, which excites the tract. Vowels are thus character—

ised by their relatively high power, continuous nature, and 

the periodic waveform. Vowels are normally fairly steady 

state sounds. When two vowels are juxtaposed with a gradual 

transition between them a diphthong is formed. 

Consonants fall into four classes, distinguished by the method 

of production. 	Stop consonants, which may be voiced or 

unvoiced, are characterised by a sudden release of breath on 

opening a closure at lips, teeth, or the back of the mouth. The 

voiced-forms produce /b/, /d/ and /g/ and the unvoiced /p/, 

/t/ and /k/, the latter group being called cognates of the former. 

The fricative consonants are characterised by the slow release 

of air through a constriction; voicing may or may not be 

present as well. The fricatives are thus of a continuing 

nature, like the vowels. When voicing occurs it is much 

weaker than in the vowels. Fletcher (1953) has measured the 

relative powers of the different sounds of speech. The 
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unvoiced fricatives are /f/, /th/, /s/1  /sh/ and /h/. The 

corresponding voiced versions are /v/, /dh/, /z/ and /zh/. 

The nasal consonants are voiced but there is always a complete 

closure of the vocal tract somewhere in the mouth. The 

sound therefore has to pass through the nasal cavity. Nasals 

are the most powerful of the consonants and are continuants. 

There are only three such consonants, differentiated by the 

position of the closure in the mouth: /m/, /n/ and /ng/. 

Two glides, /w/ and'/j/, as in you, and two semi-vowels, 

/r/ and /1/, complete the list of consonants. 	These four 

sounds are very similar to vowels but somewhat less powerful. 

The glides are distinguished from vowels by rapid change in 

articulation and the semi-vowels by greater constriction of 

the vocal tract. 

The twenty-two consonants mentioned plus twelve basic vowels 

do not give the complete list of English phonemes. When 

compound consonants and dipithongs are included the number 

is about forty. 

3.3 	Discrimination of speech-like sounds  

In chapter two the ability of a listener to distinguish 

between sounds of different loudnesses and frequencies was 

discussed. Using synthetic speech, it is possible to make 

similar measurements with stimuli in which just one factor, 
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for example formant amplitude, is varied. 

Flanagan (1955) found that the just noticeable difference for 

formant frequencies was between 3 and 5% of the formant 

frequency, according to the proximity of the formants present. 

Flanagan has also measured the j.n.d. for formant amplitude. 

For. the first formant he obtained a value of 1.5 dB and for 

the second formant 3 dB. Formant bandwidth is not apparently 

Very critical. Stevens (1952) has found that bandwidth changes 

of 20 to 40% are necessary before they can be detected. 

Such results, being based on direct comparison of two signals, 

can only be relevant to the perception of speech when such 

comparisons can be made in running speech. Although, as in 

the case of dilithongs, such comparisons can occur, it seems 

likely that an investigation of absolute identifications may 

be more rewarding. 

Absolute judgements can only be made when the stimulus has 

duration. Only those phonemes of a continuous nature, the 

-vowels, fricatives and nasal consonants can be treated in 

isolation. 	Stevens-and House (1955), using a transmission 

line analogue of the vocal tract, found that nine vowels 

-could be reliably identified on specifiying three' parameters 

of the tract. 	it is reasonable to assume that the vowels at 

least can be absolutely identified at the phonemic level.. 

The perception of consonants has been studied by combining 

&he 	two imuist P-Al a tr 	rYntl'e6le vowels 
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the consonant with a vowel to form a syllable and then 

measuring the response obtained on presentation of the 

syllable. 	Cooper, Delattre, Liberman, Borst and Gerstman 

(1952) preceded two formant synthetic vowels with 300 Hz 

-bandwidth thermal noise. 	The noise bursts lasted 15 mSecs 

and were followed by 300 mSecs of the synthetic vowel. 

The experimenters found that the consonant perceived before 

:the vowel depended on two factors, the centre frequency of 

the band of noise and the position of the second formant 

of the synthetic vowel. High'frequency noise bursts were 

heard as /t/, bursts near the second formant frequency as 

/k/ and bursts at other frequencies as /p/. 

- It would not therfore be reasonable to assume that these 

three phonemes can be absolutely identified. 	The result 

would also suggest that the basic unit of perception is longer 

than the phoneme. 

Heinz and Stevens (1961) have shown by means of a somewhat 

similar experiment that the perception of /s/, /shil  /th/ and 

A/ also depends on the frequency of the second formant of 

a following vowel. In this case, the second independent 

variable was the spectral shaping of the noise presented 

before the syntheic vowel. The conclusion is again that 

perception of these consonants cannot be regarded as absolute. 
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3.4 	Linguistic association and context  

The recognition of speech is a much more complex task than 

merely identifying phonemes, or combinations of phonemes, in 

isolation. A sound has first to be identified as speech and 

then that sound is highly likely to be one of the set that 

make up spoken language. Once a series of sounds has been 

identified as language, further decisions are possible as to 

exactly what sounds were heard according to contextual 

constraints. 

There are at least two lines of experiment that indicate that 

linguistic association is made on the basis of the precise 

nature of the sounds heard. 	House, Stevens, Sande]. and 

Arnold (1962) measured the rate of learning of four types 

of sound varying from a gross synthetic approximation to 

speech to real speech monosyllables. The real speech 

monosyllables were learnt faster than any of the synthetic 

approximations. However, the synthetic signal that was learnt 

most quickly was the one Varying in the least number of 

dimensions. 	The synthetic signal learnt least quickly was 

the good synthetic speech class. The conclusion was that 

none of the synthetic signals elicited a linguistic association. 

Only the real speech had the necessary. physical characteristics 

to be classified as language by the subjects. Shankweiler 

(1966) has shown that speech itself tends to cause activity 
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in one cerebral hemisphere while other types of sound are 

processed by the other hemisphere. This result suggests 

that the auditory and linguistic centres of the brain are 

in opposite hemispheres and also confirms the conclusion 

that linguistic association is elicited only by signals that 

can be identified as speech. 

The effect of context on intelligibility is well known. 

Miller, Heise and Lichten (1951) measured the intelligibility 

of spoken digits, words in sentences and nonsense syllables 

as a function of speech to noise ratio. They found that at 

any given intelligibility level the signal to noise ratio 

would be some 6 dB lower for digits than words in sentences. 

The words in sentences had a given intelligibility at lower 

signal to noise ratios than nonsense syllables. A further 

result of this experiment was that reducing the number of 

alternatives also improved the subjects' performance. 

Miller 0962) has further shown that the intelligibility of 

words in meaningful sentences is higher than when the same 

words occur in nonsense, phrases. A similar point is made 

by Miller and Isard (1963). 	They performed tests with 

grammatically correct material, grammatically correct 

nonsense and ungrammatical phrases. The results showed 

that both grammar and syntax contribute towards improving. 

intelligibility at given speech to noise ratios. 
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There is one further result of interest with reference to 

context. 	Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) embedded simple 

CVC synthetic words in different phrases. A given synthetic 

word might elicit as many as three different responses 

according to the embedding phrase. 

The results described in this paragraph show the importance 

of both linguistic association and context. Although the 

effects of context have been thoroughly studied, exactly 

which features of speech elicit a - linguistic association has 

not yet become clear. 

225 	The units of perception of speech 

The results of experiments described in paragraphs 3.3 and 

3.4 suggest that there is no unique perceptual unit of speech. 

It seems likely that the size of unit on which a decision is 

based depends on the nature of the current task. 	There is 

some evidence as to both upper and lower limits to the length 

of perceptual units of speech. 

Pickett and Pollack (1963) measured the intelligibility of 

excerpts cut from running speech. They found that,for accurate 

repitition, the excerpt had to exceed 0.8 seconds, irrespective 

of the rate of speaking of the original utterance or the 

number of words in the excerpt. This result indicates that 

a minimum amount of signal has to be available before it 

elicits any response. 
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Results obtained from measurements of shadowing perfromance, 

that is subjects repeat words as they are spoken, have some 

relevance to the question of perceptual units. 	Shadowing 

is not a normal response and its possible effects on the 

measurements should be considered. Shadowing can be regarded 

as the logical conclusion of the motor theory; the speaker's 

motor activity is echoed by the listener. 

Chistovich (1962) carried out shadowing experiments with 

VCV syllables. The found that preliminary decisions as to 

the identity of a phoneme are made before the phoneme is 

complete but that this decision is later corrected. 	This result 

is at variance with that of Pickett and Pollack (1963) but 

there is some doubt as to the relevance of Chistovich's 

experiment to running speech. 

Huggins (1964), in the course of other work, found that subjects 

were able to shadow speech adequately provided that their 

response was some five or six words behind the spoken text. 

This indicates an upper limit for the length of the perceptual 

unit but the possibility remains that improved judgements might 

occur with yet longer units. It would be difficult to prove 

that longer units were preferred, by means of articulation tests, 

because of the extra burden placed on memory. - 

The evidence concerning the length of perceptual units of 

speech is somewhat confusing. The length would appear to 
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lie between word length and sentence length, depending to some 

extent on the task in hand. 

3.6 	The information rate of speech 

For pulse code modulation transmission of speech the information 

rate is some 36,000 bits/sec. This rate is obtained by taking 

3 kHz bandwidth and 64 levels as adequate to define the speech 

waveform. The information rate of written language is only 

about 50 bits/sec. This latter rate is the product of bits 

of information per phoneme and 10 phonemes per second. As 

pointed out in paragraph 1.2 spoken language does contain 

more information than its written equivalent but it is not 

clear exactly how much-more. 

Many experiments lead to the conclusion that the absolute 
rate of response 

maximum MarpOdlitnof the human channel is of the order- of 

50 bits/sec. 	The relevant experiments are described in 

Broadbent (1958). 

It would appearl therefore, that the acoustic waveform of 

speech is not an efficient form of coding. 

Vocoder techniques may well permit speech to be transmitted 

at adequate intelligibility at bit rates of the order of 

1,000/sec. The present state of vocoder technology is 

reviewed.  y Swaffield (1965). Flanagan (1965) contains chapters 

in which many vocoder techniques are discussed. 



3.7 	On measuring intelligibility  

In order to obtain an objective measure of the performance of 

a communication system, it is customary to count either the 

number of words correctly recognised by a listener or else 

the number of errors made. 	It is doubtful whether such 

methods accurately reflect the mode of perception of the 

listener. Unless very elaborate tests of comprehension are 

applied in sufficient numbers to yield statistically significant 

results, it is difficult to see how traditional articulation 

tests can be bettered. 

The articulation score, the percentage of words recognised, is 

fundamentally a relative measure. It is a function of the 

test material, training of listeners and test procedure as 

well as of the communication system under test. 	In a well 

designed experiment-the relative performance of different 

systems can be accurately assessed. 

Phonetically balanced test words have been developed by Egan (1948) 

to provide a test that is characteristic of the statistics 

of the spoken English language and at the same time easy to 

apply and score. Reconsideration of the effects of context, 

discussed in paragraph 3.4,mill make it clear that the. results 

obtained with single words will not be typical of the results_ 

that would be obtained when using-phrases or sentences as 

the test material. 
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In order to use phrases or continuous readings as the test 

material, particular attention must be paid to the method by 

which the subject records his responses. An attractive 

possibility is to require the subject to shadow the test 

material. 	The technique of shadowing, first employed by 

Cherry (1953), has already been discussed in paragraph 3.5. 

The discussion in.that paragraph cast some doubt on whether 

sufficient time is available to arrive at the optimum decision 

about an utterance when shadowing. 

An alternative is to require subjects to repeat the test 

material a phrase at a time. Although a more considered 

judgement can be made on the basis of more material, the 

increased load on memory when recalling every word of a phrase, 

rather than its oveall meaning, may affect the results obtained. 

The optimum form of test will generally depend on what is to 

be measured._ The safest procedure is to carry out preliminary 

experiments using different methods to determine which gives 

the most reliable results. 

Other types of test have been developed to meet differing 

experimental circumstances. Notable among these is the rhyme 

test, a very sensitive measure in circumstances when the 

intelligibility is not seriously degradeds  '.-see House et al (1965)*  

The work to be described here was concerned with the perception 

of speech in very noisy environments, particularly with regard 

* 
Set also 	Fat r 6cul ks ( /450 
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to normal conversations. The most appropriate measure of 

listener performance would therefore be message comprehension. 

The most satisfactory practical alternative would appear to be 

articulation tests with whole phrases. 

A major variable in articulation tests is the subjects. The 

whole of a listener's past experience may influence a particular 

decision. 	The past experience includes uncontrollable factors, 

such as whether he had a good morning's work, but some factors 

can be moderated by experimental choice. A most important 

factor of this type is the native language and culture of the 

speaker and listener. 	It is usually a simple matter to select 

suitable speakers and listeners. 

EVerything possible must be done to minimise the effects of 

unknown, and almost certainly unwanted, factors. Careful 

framing of instructions to subjects is one obvious precaution. 

Good experimental design'is almost certain to reduce the labour 

involved- in data collection and analysis. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 	PREDICTING AND IMPROVING THE IN1ELLIGIBILITY 

OF DEGRADED SPEECH 

4.1 	Articulation index and speech interference level  

The articulation index (AI) is a measure of the physical 

performance of a communication channel designed to predict 

the intelligibility of speech transmitted over that channel. 

The philosophy behind the AI is that it is much easier to make 

a few physical measurements than to carry out lengthy 

articulation tests. 	Provided that the AI is a valid 

predicter of intelligibility, much time can be saved. 

French and Steinberg (1947) proposed the original procedure 

for calculating the AI. Their method was based on the 

measurement of speech and noise levels in each of twenty 

frequency bands that made an equal contribution to speech 

intelligibility. 	The results for each of the twenty bands 

were summed to yield a total articulation index. Predicted 

intelligibility was then read from a chart relating AI to 

intelligibility for various types of spoken material ranging 

from phonetically balanced (PB) words to conversational speech. Fig 4.1 

Other factors which have been incorporated into the calculation 

of the AI are room reverberation at high loudspeaker levels, 

by Kryter (1962). 	Intelligibility has been found to be 

reduced when speech levels are amplified to more than 85 dB 



r.m.s. re threshold in reverberant surroundings. Kryter's 

correction to the Al allows for this effect. 

A technique frequently employed to increase the average 

power of speech, and hence its signal to noise ratio, without 

increasing the peak power is clipping. Wathen—Dunn and 

Lipke (1958) found that although peak clipping does reduce 

the intelligibility of speech somewhat, the loss is more than 

offset by the increase in signal to noise ratio. 	The 

improvement is such that for 24 dB of clipping , in calculating 

the AI the signal to noise ratio can be considered as having 

increased by 12 dB. 

Voicing level also has an effect on intelligibility, Pickett 

(1956). 	When the long term r.m.s. speech level is between,  

60 and 80 dB the AI is accurate but at higher and lower 

voice levels the signal to noise ratio must be considered as 

lower than its actual value when calculating the AI. 

Pickett and Pollack (1958) have shown that very high noise 

levels are more effective, at a given signal to noise ratio, 

in reducing intelligibility than is the case at lower levels; 

a further modification must be made to the contribution to 

the AI from each of the twenty bands to allow for this. 

Narrow bands of noise have a greater masking effect than is 

Indicated by signal to noise ratio measurements because of 

the upward and downward spread of masking. Bilgerart1Hirsh 
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(1956) have established the correction necessary when 

calculating the Al to allow for the spread of masking. 

Miller and Licklider (1950) have investigated the masking 

effect of- interrupted noise. As would be expected, at high 

interruption rates the masking effect is that of the average 

noise power. At low rates the masking effect is as normal 

when the noise is present. At intermediate rates, a few 

Hz, the effect of the noise is much less than would be 

expected. 	Such an effect is difficult to incorporate into 

the calculation procedure of the AI. 

Visual cues can have a large effect on intelligibility but 

are not usually present when the AI may be a useful index. 

Sumby and Pollack (1954) have investigated the possibilities 

of improved communication when utilising visual cues. 

Kryter (1962) investigated the validity of the AI most 

thoroughly and showed that it was a good predicter of 

intelligibility when used in its full form. 

The full calculation of the Al is cumbersome and less elaborate 

measures have been developed. Simpler procedures have used a 

smaller number of frequency bands than the twenty of the AI. 

Speech interference level, based on a simplification of the 

AI, is primarily intended for use in direct communication and 

loudspeaker situations. The average noise level in three or 

four octave bands, as measured at the listener's position, 
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is tabulated against maximum speaker distance according to 

voice level. Klumpp and Webster (1963) have suggested the 

use of the three octave bands 300 to 600, 600 to 1200 and 

1200 to 2400 Hz when the interfering noise is predominantly 

low frequency. For other noise spectra it is preferable to 

use a greater number of octave bands. Kryter (1962) has 

suggested that the six octave bands covering 150 to 9600 Hz 

be weighted according to the number of the twenty bands of 

the AI occur in each and that calculation then proceed as for 

the AI. 	Good prediction of intelligibility is obtained with 

this procedure. A further simplification suggested by Kryter 
-noise 

is to consider only those signal—toy  ratios between 0 ,and 30 dB; 

S/N < 0dB is assumed to contribute nothing towards intelligibility 

and S/N > 30dB makes a full contribution. 

SIL can be a useful simplification of AI in many circumstances. 

The relationship between AI and intelligibility for various 

types of spoken material is of great interest. 	In particular, 

it illustrates the 'effects of vocabulary size and context on 

intelligibility. A chart of the relationship between AI and 

intelligibility is therefore included as figure 4.1. The 

information in figure 4.1 is taken from Kryter (1962) 

The basis of S I L, speech interference level, is reviewed by 

Wells and Schultz (1964) and by Webster and Klumpp (1965) 
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The effect on intellii7ibility of chan es to the 

speech waveform 

Intelligibility stands up remarkably resiliently to changes 

in the waveform of speech. The commonest change is limitation 

of bandwidth. Although the speech waveform may have components 

at frequencies up to 10 kHz, adequate intelligibility is 

obtained when the upper frequency limit is 3 kHz, as in the 

telephone system. The effect of more stringent bandwidth 

restrictions can be predicted by the AI. 

Another common change to the waveform is non-linearity distortion, 

particularly peak clipping. 	Licklider, Bindra and Pollack (1948) 

found that infinite peak clipping leaves the intelligibility of 

sentences as high as 70%. On the other hand, they found that 

6 dB of centre clipping reduced intelligibility to less than 

50%. Fourcin (1959) found that the intelligibility of infinitely 

peak clipped speech could be increased further by differentiating 

the waveform before clipping. The quality of such clipped 

speech is coarse and unpleasant. 

Licklider (1950) investigated the importance of zero crossings 

of the waveform. 	In this experiment, one or more zero crossings 

of the speech waveform in a given time interval switched the 

polarity of the output signal. Provided that the time interval 

did not exceed 0.1 msecs, the intelligibility of PB words was 

unaffected as compared with normal clipped speech. Alterations 
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to the microstructure of the speech waveform in the time domain 

would thus appear to be deleterious to intelligibility. 

Interruptions of the speech waveform are better tolerated. 

Miller and Licklider (1950) found that 90% of PB words could 

be correctly repeated when the speech waveform was switched 

on and off at rates of between 10 and 100 interruptions per 

second. 

Fairbanks, Everitt and Jaeger (1954) made use of this result 

to cut regular segments from continuous speech, using a rotating 

head on a magnetic tape machine, in order.to shorten a message 

without altering the frequency components of the speech. 

Just as the intelligibility of interrupted speech is greater 

than the on time fraction at certain rates, so Carhart, Tillman 

and Johnson (1966) have found that PB words are 80% articulated 

when masked by modulated noise at —24 dB SAT ratio. 
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4.3 	Perceptually important features of speech. 

If speech has been seriously degraded in transmission, by the 

addition of noise or otherwise, there is not usually a great 

deal that' can be done to restore its intelligibility. 	Many 

techniques are employed, such as frequency pre and de—emphasis, 

channel diversity and sophsiticated error correcting codes, to 

prevent the degradation from occurring. However, all such 

methods imply a prior action to prevent deterioration of the 

signal in transmission. 	If all possible steps have been 

taken to ensure the best possible transmission, can anything 

further be done ? Exactly the same question arises in the 

case of a listener in a very noisy environment. 

The performance of the human being as the end link of the 

speech communication chain may possibly be improved by presenting 

the signals to him in a way that matches his optimum performance. 

The philosophy underlying the present work, whose long term aim 

is to improve the intelligibility of noisy speech, is to determine 

which features of speech are perceptually important and then to 

emphasise these features in the signal presented to the listener. 

The temporal patterns of speech, the rhythm of words and phrases, 

form a feature which, although not important in listening to 

speech of high intelligibility, may be made use of when the 

intelligibility is low. 
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4.4 	The temporal pattern of noisy speech 

If speech be presented to a listener at a signal to noise ratio 

a little above the threshold of intelligibility, between 0 and 

- 5 dB, what is the rhythm heard and can it be extracted and 

emphasised to improve intelligibility ? To consider this 

question it is necessary to return to the structure of the 

sounds of speech, paragraph 3.2. 	The periodic, high intensity 

vowel sounds will be little affected but the consonants, with 

their structure of spectrally shaped noise,will be masked. 

Thus the temporal pattern will be that of the vowels,in the 

case considered. By filtering, this rhythm can be extracted 

as a physical signal and used to modify the noisy speech. 

Such a partially masked signal has similarities with interrupted 

speech which will be reviewed in paragraph 4.5. 	There is 

little literature extant concerning rhythms of speech per se 

and so the approach of considering noisy speech as interrupted 

speech may be more fruitful. 

	

4.5 	Interrupteland alternated speech 

Miller and Licklider (1950) performed a series of experiments 

in which they investigated the effect on the intelligibility 

of PB words of interruption, masking by interrupted noise and 

alternation of speech and noise. The main results of interest 

are summarised in figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. 
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Frequency of alternation 

Fig. 4.4: 	Word articulation of alternated speech and noise, 
SAT ratio (dB) as parameter 
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Considering the data for interruption of the speech, the high 

intelligibility at interruption rates approaching 10 kHz is 

to be expected on a basis of sampling theory. Again, at very 

low interruption rates the intelligibility is equal to the 

speech on time fraction as is expected. The very high values 

of intelligibility that were obtained with interruption rates 

between 10 and 100 per second are most interesting. The similar 

peak in measured intelligibility when speech and noise were 

alternated at about 10 Hz is of comparable interest. However, 

no matter what the original treatment of the test material, 

adding noise caused no improvement in intelligibility. 

Cherry and Taylor (1954) performed experiments in which the 

speech was not interrupted but switched regularly from one 

ear to the other. The test material used was prose as against 

the PB words of Miller and Licklider (1950). When the 

alternation rate was about 3 to 6 Hz, Cherry and Taylor found 

that the intelligibility was reduced. At other rates the 

intelligibility was substantially 100%. When interrupting 

PB words Miller and Licklider had also found a dip in intelligibility, 

but,at about 1 Hz. Cherry and Taylor suggested that their 

result was to be explained in terms of a time constant for 

switching the attention between the ears. 	If this. explanation 

is modified to allow of time constants related to the switching 

on of attention, it can account for the results of Miller and 



Licklider also. 

Schubert and Parker (1955) repeated Cherry and Taylor's measurements 

and also filled the silent intervals, which occur when the speech 

is present at the other ear, with white noise. When the white 

noise was present, the reduction in intelligibility at 3 to 

6 Hz alternation rate was very much smaller than when speech 

and silence alone were presented. The explanation proposed 

was that contra—lateral inhibition prevents complete perception 

of the beginning of the sample in each ear. Inhibition could 

also explain the dip in Miller and Licklider's measurements 

at - 1 Hz interruption rate. 

The increase in intelligibility found by Schubert and Parker 

- when they added noise in the silent intervals of speech presented 

alteliately to each ear was not found when Miller and Licklider 

added noise in the silent intervals of interrupted speech. 

This may be because of a fundamental difference between the 

modes of perception of alternated speech and interrupted speech. 

Alternatively, it may be because of the different test material 

used, PB words and continuous prose. -This question was 

the subject of an experiment to be described in this thesis. 

The remarkably high intelligibility found at interruption 

rates between 10 and 100 per second by Miller. and Licklider 

was explained by them as being due to adequate sampling of 

each phoneme to allow the listener to reconstruct'words completely. 
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Huggins (1964) performed experiments that demonstrated that the 

critical rate of alternation between the ears, the rate giving 

lowest intelligibility, was dependent on the syllabic rate of 

the test material, not on any absolute time interval. Neither 

the switching time hypothesis nor the contra-lateral inhibition 

hypothesis would predict this result; both hypotheses have an 

underlying assumption of a time constant in the perceptual 

process. 	Huggins suggested that the silences introduced 

by alternation gave false information about the phonemes, 

in particular by indicating the presence of stop consonants. 

Filling the silences with noise then obliterated the false 

stop consonants and so increased the intelligibility. 

Huggins (1964) also found that the perception of alternated 

speech could be adequately described as the sum of the 

perception of two interrupted speech stimuli, provided that - 

allowance was made for the full context being available for 

both interrupted speech signals. 	It is to be expected therefore, 

that adding noise in the silences caused by interruption will 

increase the intelligibility of interrupted prose. 	If this is . 

the- case, the difference between the perception of interrupted 

PB words and interrupted prose will have to be explained. 

If interruption and alternation introduce false cues as to 

phonemic structure, similar results would be expected with 

continuous prose and PB words. 
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Huggins (1967) investigated the effect of causing the switching 

of the speech from ear to ear to occur at a specified point in 

all words, e.g. at the beginning of the vowel. He found that 

when the alternation was locked to a particular point in words 

in this way, the intelligibility was lower than when the 

alternations occurred regularly at the same average rate. 	It 

was suggested that this effect might be due to some interference, 

caused by the alternation,in the organisation of the phonemes 

-into higher order units of perception. A similar experiment 

with interrupted speech instead of alternated speech is 

indicated. 

The speech compression system used by Fairbanks, Everitt and 

Jaeger (1954) is equivalent to interrupted speech with all the 

speech segments time-shifted to be continuous. 	The results 

obtained are similar to those of Miller and Licklider (1950), 

already described, with interrupted speech. 	Scott (1967) 

has shown that intelligibility can be improved if 2 : 1 compression 

is used with even numbered segments in the subject's one ear 

and odd numbered segments in the other, compression being achieved 

by running all segments in each ear together. That is, by 

juxtaposing every other segment, 
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4.6 	Plan for the experiments 

Two lines of approach have been suggested in this chapter as 

possibilities for improving the intelligibility of noisy speech. 

The idea more likely to lead directly to an improved intelligibility 

is to emphasise the rhythmic patterns of the speech. The 

experiments envisaged to investigate this possibility are as 

follows. First, experiments on the delectability of the 

rhythms themselves. Second, measurements of the relative 

strengths of the different spectral components of speech to 

determine which components will be heard in noise. Third 

to determine whether emphasising rhythm can lead to improved 

comprehension of normal_speech. 

An investigation of interrupted speech, as related to speech 

in noise, will commence with tests on the perception of the 

strongly voiced components of speech. Various methods of 

recall will be investigated and also the effect of the type 

of spoken material on intelligibility. In all the experiments 

,the effects of masking noise will also be examined. An 

experiment in which the speech will be regularly interrupted 

will also be carried out to attempt to answer some of the 

questions posed in paragraph 4.5. 

The main results will now be reviewed in the hope that this will 

make the material covered in chapters five and six somewhat more 

readable. 
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In the event, it did not prove possible to improve the intelligbility 

of very noisy speech by emphasising rhythm. However, many 

interesting results came from the experiments with interrupted 

speech. 	It was found that the addition of white noise in the 

silences of interrupted speech, whether the interruption was 

voice controlled or regular, improved the intelligibility 

except when the test material was PB words. This result is 

consistent with those of Miller and Licklider (1950), Schubert 

and Parker (1955) and Huggins (1964) and shows the difference 

between the perception of PB words and other material and also 

confirms the similarity between interrupted speech and speech 

alternated between the ears. 

However, it was found here that intelligibility is higher when 

interruption is synchronised with the voicing waveform than when 

it is regular at a similar average rate. This result is counter 

to that obtained with speech alternated between the ears and 

hypotheses about the two forms of distortion, interruption and 

alternation, must therefore differ. 



CHAPTER FIVE 	THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS  

5.1 	Statistical techniques 

5.1.1 	The sign test 

A rating scale has been used extensively in some of the experiments 

to be described. 	The significance of differences between 

judgements on the rating scale, for example when judging the 

intelligibility of strongly voiced components with and without 

masking noise, has been tested by means of the sign test. 

The test requires the number of differences of each sign to be 

compared with the number predicted on a chance basis by the 

binomial distribution. 

The test has the advantage of being distribution-free, i.e. there 

is no underlying assumption about the distribution of the data. 

It suffers in not being at all sensitive. Although the 

sensitivity could be improved by weighting differences of more 

than one step on the rating scale, this has not been done. 

In cases when rating scale measurements can be justified, the 

sign test allows experiments to be performed extremely quickly. 

In a -one-tailed test, nine judgements of the sign hypothesised, 

in the absence of reverse-sign judgements, establishes a 0.001 

level of significance regardless of the number of 'no change' 

judgements. Ten tests are therefore sufficient to give a 

result from an experiment, unless the effect being measured 

is small. 
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5.1.2 	Tests employed  in word count experiments 

Tests designed to measure the significance of the difference 

between means, e.g. 't' test, or to measure the significance 

of the difference between variances, e.g. 'F' test, have an 

underlying assumption that the data is normally distributed. 

The first requirement is therefore a test for goodness of fit. 

A is used when exact probabilities are required but a simpler 

test is desirable to give a quick idea of the distribution of 

every set of data. 	The mean,X, and standard deviation, s 

were calculated for all data and then the number of items 

occurring in each is interval were plotted. By comparison 

with the numbers expected if the distribution were normall it 

was usually immediately obvious if there was a gross mis-fit. 

In the event of the data not being normally distributed, a 

tansformation was applied to the data. The particular trans-

formation chosen and the reasons for the choice will be discussed 

in the next paragraph. 

Given suitable data, simple calculations resulted from the 

experiments and analysis was carried out on a desk machine. The 

time necessary to arrange the data from the score sheets was 

longer than the calculation time. 	The use of a computer to 

perform the analysis was therefore judged to be unnecessary. 

Factorial analysis was applied to two experiments of suitable 

design but calculations were again made on a desk machine. 
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5.1.3 	Data transformation. 

When the mean of a data sample is near either 0 or 1001/0 words 

correct, the distribution of the data in that sample is likely 

to be skewed unless the standard deviation is small. The 

assumption of a normal distribution is then violated. 	In 

analysis of variance, with the experimental design used in 

these experiments, it is also assumed that the error variance 

in all score cells is homogenous. 	This assumption cannot be 

tested unless there is replication in the cells; in the present 

cases there was no replication. However, the skewing of 

the distribution for samples with high or low means is likely 

to result in a reduced value of variance. Any transformation 

that reduces skewing for samples is likely to improve the 

homogeneity of the relevant variances and so improve the 

accuracy of the analysis of variance. 

Two transformations have been used with articulation score data. 

Treisman (1961) applied an arcsin transformation to data before 

analysing it. Huggins (1967) applied a logarithmic transform- 

ation. 	These two transformations are plotted in figure 5.1. 

It can be seen that the effect of both transformations is to 

expand differences in the raw data as they move away from 50%. 

In the case of the logarithmic transformation the scale expansion 

increases an infinite extent for scores of 0 and 100%, the 

statistical weight attached to the interval 0 to:1 is thus 
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infinite. The logarithmic transformation therefore breaks down 

when scores of either 0 or 100% are present. 	This transformation 

is very effective in improving the distribution of articulation 

score data when the scores lie between 5 and 95%. 

The arcsin transformation does not suffer from the breakdown at 

extreme values but is only effective in improving distributions 

when the scores lie between 15 and 85%. 

The transformed score scale, the abscissa, in figure 5.1 has 

been arbitrarily scaled so that scores near 50% are not changed 

by transformation. 	It makes no difference to calculations of 

statistical significance when linear transformations are made to 

the abscissa scale. In order to present mean values, it is 

necessary to retransform the values obtained in calculations with 

transformed data to the raw data scale. 	Briefly, all statistical 

calculations are performed with transfrmed scores and all results 

are presented on the raw data scale. 

The logarithmic transformation can be regarded in another way. 

Calculations are performed with a quantity proportional to the 

logarithm of the number of words correct for scores below 50% 

and_the logarithm of the number of errors for higher scores. 

The calculationprocedure is then euuivalent to working with 

geometrical averages instead of arithmetic averages. - 

The main advantage of the particular abscissa scale chosen is 

that, when working with a desk calculator, the transformed 
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scores have similar numerical values to the raw data and gross 

calculation errors are immediately apparent. 

For the scale illustrated in figure 5.1, the logarithmic trans-

formation is defined as: 

T = 50(1 	1n0.02X) 
	

5 < x < 50 

T = 50 1-1 - ln(2 - 0.02X)] 
	

50 x < 95 

and the arcsin transformation is defined as: 

T = 50 ri - 2 arcsin(0.02X - 1)1 - n 
10 < X < 90 

where X . raw data score in percent 

T = transformed score 

In = natural logarithm 

arcsin = angle in radians between - T  and 	2 

In practice it was found that the arcsin transformation gave 

the optimum fit to a normal distribution when the mean scores 

were of the order of 30%. The logarithmic transformation 

reversed the skew on all data samples with means near 30%. 

With lower sample means, about 20%, the logarithmic transformation 

gave excellent results but the arcsin was not powerful enough 

to correct the skews encountered. As a general purpose 

transformation, the logarithmic gave the best results with the 

data obtained in the majority of cases. 

The data was only transformed when necessary to improve the data 

distribution for calculation purposes. 	The analysis method 

employed will be described in each case. 
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5.2 

5.2.1 

The equipment 
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The headphones 

 

All the tests, except for a few group demonstrations, were carried 

out using headphone listening. The headphones employed were 

custom built at Imperial College. 

Standard TDH39 cartridges were used. The cartridges were 

mounted in moulded plastic shells with glycerine filled cushions 

on the outside rim. The headband caused a pressure of about 

1 kilogram to act on the shells in normal wear. A circumaural 

earphone with a good head seal was thus obtained. The shell 

was filled with absorbtive material consisting of cotton wool 

and expanded plastic. 

Calibration was carried out by Levitt (1964) using a flat plate 

coupler. 	The Bruel and Kjaer artificial ear, audio generator 

and pen recorder were used to make the measurements. 	The 

frequency response of the custom built headphones was found to 

compare favourably with that of the British Standard Headphone, 

S.T.C. type 4026A. A smooth frequency response was obtained, 

lying. within a 5 dB range at frequencies between 100 and 7,000 Hz. 

The calibration measurements were repeated by Spear (1967) who 

found some deterioration of the plastic daMping material. 

Spear also compared the threshold of hearing curve obtained 

with the Imperial College headphones with similar measurements 

by other workers in order to establish an absolute response 



curve for the headphones. The results were interesting in 

showing that the flat plate coupler calibration gives a fair 

indication of headphone performance but there is scope for 

improvement. 

5.2.2 	Commercial eTuipment used 

Speech recordings were made and listening tests carried out - 

in a silent room constructed by Messrs. Sound Control. The 

silent room was isolated from the main building structure by 

nine rubber feet. The room was of double—walled wooden 

construction lined inside with Bondacoust. The internal 

'dimensions were approximately 6'x7'x8'. Sound isolation was 

such that no sounds could be detected when wearing circumaural 

earphones after listening for 15 minutes with normal laboratory 

activity outside. Ventilation was provided and was the chief 

source,of audible noise. 

The Bondacoust lining reduced reverberation times to less than 

0.05 seconds allowing 'dead' speech recordings to be made. 

Recordings showed no obvious evidence of eigentones. 

Speech was recorded on Tandberg model 62 tape recorders via an 

AKG type D19C dynamic microphone. The same items were used to 

record subjects' responses. 

Speech and noise levels were recorded with a Bruel and Kjaer 

electronic voltmeter model 2409. 	Peak, average ,or true r.m.s. 

readings were used as appropriate. 
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Two Krohn-Hite filters, model 310-AB, were used to obtain the 

segments of the speech spectrum required. 	These filters have 

upper and lower cut-off frequencies that are fully variable 

between 20 Hz and 200 kHz. The attenuation outside the pass-

band is 24 dB/octave. When the envelope of a single frequency 

component of speech was required, it was obtained with a 

Radiometer wave analyser, model FRA-2. 

Masking noise was provided in the first tests by a Dawe white 

noise generator, model 419BR. 	It proved extremely difficult 

to obtain either a uniform spectrum or a symmetrical waveform 

with this generator. A Bruel and Kjaer type 1402 random noise 

generator was obtained which was used in the majority of the 

tests. 

5.2.3 	The speech gating equipment 

The necessary mixing preamplifiers were fully transistorised 

and their design was orthodox but conservative. They will not 

be discussed in detail. 

The output amplifiers were of single-ended Class A design with 

very heavy feedback. Signals of up to 1 volt peak to peak 

could be provided across the TDH 39 headphone inserts with 

negligible distortion at all audio frequencies. 

The gating circuitry itself was designed and built at Imperial 

College. A commercial electronic switch; such as the Grason 

Stadler, would have been desirable but financial considerations prevented 
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such.a purchase. 	 The custom built 

switch proved entirely satisfactory. 

A balanced switch was required, preferably with variable switching 

time, that could be operated either by the envelope of some 

component of the speech or by a square wave. The switch was 

required to operate as fast as possible without being triggered 

by each cycle of the speech waveform. 

The envelope of the first formant components was chosen as 

providing the most convenient indication of voicing. Envelope 

components of frequencies up to 50 Hz can reasonably be filtered 

to leave negligible interference from the lowest formant frequency 

of about 350 Hz. If the fundamental voicing frequency were 

chosen as the indicator of voicing, the filtering problem involved 

in obtaining a fast response to envelope changes would be formidable. 

The envelope detector therefore consisted of an a.c. signal 

amplifier, a diode detector, a d.c. amplifier and a three stage 

Be low pass filter. 	The envelope was then applied to the input 

of a low hysteresis Schmitt trigger. The output of the Schmitt 

was improved by a bistable circuit, to which square wave switching 

inputs could also be applied, which controlled one of two gates. 

The first gate employed transistors as fast acting signal switches. 

The second employed field effect transistors as voltage controlled 

attenuators. By adjusting an integrator time constant, it was 

possible to alter the switching time. Both gates were of a 

balanced design, that is one element would switch on and another 



off simultaneously, their outputs being added. 	In this way, any 

transients introduced by the switch itself are cancelled. 	A 

further advantage is that a single pole, two way switch is 

obtained. Two different signals could thus be interleaved 

according to voicing level or a square wave input. 

An electronic quasi-random number indicator designed by White 

(in preparation) was used to randomise experimental presentations. 

5.3 	Basic experimental techniques  

5.3.1 	Preparation of spoken material  

The recordings used as test material in the experiments were 

made by the author, i.e. male voice, native English speaker. 

An expert trained speaker was not employed since it was intended 

to study normal, rather than exceptional, communication. With 

practice, microphone shyness was overcome and natural recordings 

were obtained. Only one voice was used in the experiments since 

preliminary tests showed that results with other speakers were 

broadly similar. 

All recordings were made in the silent room with the AKG D190 

microphone 18 inches from the speakeA lips. Recording level 

was monitored by means of the B and K voltmeter, set for VU 

measurements, connected to the output of the*Tandberg 62 tape 

recorder. BASF magnetic tape type LGR was used throughout. 

Peak VU readings were held as constant as possible during 
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recordings, consistent with natural speech quality. 

Prose readings were recorded straight through and then re-recorded 

in the phrase lengths to be used in the tests. 	PB words were 

spoken at the end of a short phrase and the required words then 

re-recorded without the introductory phrase. When PB words 

were required in a carrier phrase, the whole phrase was recorded 

and was not subsequently edited. 

The passages used in gated form in tests were not re-recorded 

in gated form. The original speech was always gated individually 

in each test. By carefully controlling the speech amplitude 

and checking the gate threshold level, good consistency was 

obtained. The method employed was preferred because it avoided 

a re-recording of test material with its inevitable degradation 

of the speech to noise ratio. 

5.3.2 	Choice of subjects 

The subjects were all either members of Imperial College or 

personal friends of members of the laboratory. 	In all the 

tests the subjects' native language was English but subjects 

were not excluded on account of dialect, Scots, Canadians and 

Australians, as well as Englishmen, participated in the listening 

tests. 	In the main experiments the subjects were all research 

students or staff members of Imperial College and were all male. 

In some of the preliminary experiments, subjects only participated 
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in listening tests once. The effects of learning and practice 

were thus minimised. For the main tests however, subjects were 

given practice sessions until their performance stabilised. 

The subjects were paid at the rate of 7/6d per hour or, in a few 

tests, at a flat rate for the test. 

Sessions were limited to a maximum duration of half an hour. 

Occasionally, the silence and isolation of the listening room 

would induce a state of somnolence in a subject. 	Subjects were 

therefore asked if they felt sleepy several times during a test 

and if they answered 'yes', the test was discontinued. 

Subjects were completely isolated in the silent room during tests, 

unable to see or hear anything occurring outside the test room. 

If in difficulties, subjects could flash a light by the experimenter 

who, at his discretion, could discontinue the test and use a two 

way communication system to speak to the subject. 	In one 

instance, a potential subject was seriously disconcerted by the 

• 	 isolation of the silent room and so was not employed in the 

tests. 

In experiments in which large numbers of subjects were employed, 

no test of the subjects' hearing was carried out. Nor were 

these subjects asked about their hearing but any potential 

subjects who were wearing hearing aids were not employed. 

The smaller number of subjects employed in the main experiments 

did have their threshold measured. No gross abnormalities were 



revealed except for one case of hearing loss in one ear. The 

subject with the hearing loss consistently gave excellent 

results, however. 

5.3.3 	Rating scale tests 

In some tests subjects were required to listen to low quality 

speech, interrupted, noisy or suffering from some other degradation, 

for as long as they wished and then rate the speech for the 

number of words heard according to the scale given here as 

table 5.1. 	Subjects had a card precisely similar to table 5.1 

beside them throughout rating scale tests. 

TABLE 5.1 

The intelligibility rating scale 

A 	Good (Almost all words heard) 
B 
C 	(About half the words heard) 
D 
E 	Poor (Very few words heard) 

The uses to which rating sea 4: 	may be put have been 

discussed in paragraph 	In the .light of later results, 

the use of a rating scale to judge intelligibility seems to 

be justified when the intelligibility is not high.. At high 

intelligibilities, however, it seems that subjects may have 

sufficient information to reconstruct nearly all the words heard. 

Judgements of intelligibility may then be based on speech quality. 

Subjects were informed of the subject matter in-all tests and 

also that degraded speech was to be heard. 
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5.3.4 	Articulation measurement procedures  

Three different techniques of scoring were employed in intelligibility 

tests according to the type of material and method of recall. 

In PB word tests, whether the word occurred in isolation or in 

a carrier phrase, the subject's response to each word was written 

down in phonetic notation against a copy of the original word. 

Those responses that contained the same phonemes as the original 

:word, in the correct order, were scored as words correct. 	In the 

- case of PB word tests, as in all others, the subjects' responses 

were recorded for later analysis. 

When subjects shadowed passages, about 100 words were shadowed 

at each presentation. The words correctly repeated were then 

marked on a typescript copy of the passage recorded. 

With phrase by phrase recall the techniques were rather more 

elaborate. Tapes were prepared with silent intervals rather 

more than twice as long as the preceding pamge,  between phrases. 

Subjects were instructed to repeat all the words heard in the 

previous phrase on receiving a flashing light signal. The 

signal was given immediately on completion of each phrase. 

The subjects' responses were recorded on the second track of 

the tape whose first track was providing the test material. 

In analysis, by playing both tracks simultaneously,- the original 

speech was heard followed by the subjects' responses. At the 

same time the test material was followed on a typewritten copy. 



so 

The number of words correctly repeated in each phrase, regardless 

of order, was then scored. 	The scores were subdivided into 

beginning and end words and mid-phrase words. No record was 

kept of precisely which words were correctly repeated. 

5.4 	Physical measures of voicing 

The requirements to separate voiced and unvoiced speech are much 

less stringent than the segmentation of words into phonemes. 

The variability of the physical structure of phonemes according 

to their embedding, see paragraph 3.3, makes the segmentation of 

speech into phonemes a problem best solved by a computer. Reddy 

(1966) proposes such a scheme. 	Inomata (1962) developed a 

satisfactory computer programme. 

The detection of voiced components can be performed by filtering. 

The fundamental of voicing is about 120 Hz for a male voice and 

about 200 Hz for a female voice. By filtering out a band of 

frequencies wide enough to encompass normal pitch inflections, it 

was possible to reliably detect voiced components. Raising the 

detection threshold permitted only the vowels, /1/, /m/, /n/, 

/ng/ and /r/ to be detected. 	Very few of the phonemes listed 

were missed and very few of the other voiced consonants included. 

Very similar results were obtained when the power existing between 

frequencies of 350 and 850 Hz was used as the detection criterion. 

This frequency band almost always includes the strong harmonics 



of the first formant. 

To detect the unvoiced components of speech, two possibilities 

exist. 	First, the energy of the noise-like components, at a 

frequency-higher than that at which the harmonics of voicing 

become negligible, may be used as an indicator. 	The voiced 

consonants would also, be detected by such a process. 	Second, 

a voicing detector could again be used but those components 

when voicing was below an arbitrary threshold selected. 	The 

direct detection of high frequency components was not successful. 

If the detection threshold was low enough to catch almost all 

of the unvoiced components, then some vowels, notably /a/ as in 

'tap', were detected as well. 

The technique used in the experiments was therefore to filter 
S. 

out the bandwidth 350 to 850 Hz from speech and take the 

envelope of the filtered signal as an indicator of voicing or 

strong voicing according to a detection threshold. When the 

unvoiced components were required, the same criterion was applied 

in reverse, i.e. little voicing or no voicing, to detect the 

weakly voiced or unvoiced components. 
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Subjective detection of speech rhythm 

5.5.1 	Attack, decay and Ditch inflection 

The fundamental component of the speech waveform was filtered 

out by means of two Krohn-Hite filters in tandem. The cut-off 

frequencies were 100 Hz high-pass and 150 Hz low pass. With 

48 dB/octave filter skirts, the fundamental of voicing was 

effectively the only component passed. 

Normal or time-reversed speech could be passed through the filter. 

Four subjects each made thirty judgements as to whether normal or 

time reversed speech was heard. There were no errors. Although 

the rhythmic pattern of voicing may have been a factor in 

subjects' judgements, it seems likely that attack and decay of 

the sounds heard and pitch inflections during the sounds were 

of crucial importance. 

A similar experiment was therefore performed except that the 

envelope of the voicing fundamental was used to modulate a 

monotone synthetic vowel. The synthetic vowel was generated 

by passing an approximate representation of the glottal waveform 

through two LC resonant circuits to produce a formant structure. 

The development of the generator has been fully described else- 

where, Wiley (1963). 	All four subjects were still able to 

distinguish presentations derived from normal and time-reversed 

speech. 	It was concluded that the attack and decay features 

of voicing were masking any effects due to rhythmic patterns. 
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For the experiment on speech rhythm it was therefore necessary 

to eliminate attack and decay as well as pitch inflections. 

j.5.2 	Perception of voicing rhythm 

The gating system described in paragraph 5.2.3 was used to obtain 

a synthetic vowel at times when voicing was present in the speech 

input. A block diagram of the arrangement is shown as figure 

5.2. 	In the experiments described in paragraph 5.5.1, the 

voicing fundamental was employed as the basis of measurement. 

In this experiment, for convenience in the necessary circuitry, 

the first formant amplitude was employed; any differences due 

to this change should be negligible. 

Time-reversed speech could not be used for comparison purposes 

'when rhythm alone was the only effect being measured. " It was 

necessary to generate a series of bursts of synthetic vowel 

having the same mean and standard deviation of duration and 

frequency as was obtained from the speech. Such a signal was 

obtained by operating the detector and gate with a suitable very 

narrow band of noise, of the order of 4 Hz bandwidth. 

Subjects heard either the speech-derived or the narrow band noise-

derived synthetic vowel pulses for a prescribed length of time 

and were then asked to state which had been presented. 	Four 

subjects again performed this experiment. 

It was found that the two presentations could not be reliably 

distinguished when the presentation time was 5 seconds. 
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When the presentation time was lengthened to 10 seconds, the 

- two types of presentation were reliably distinguished. 	The 

probability of the null hypothesis that the difference was due 

to chance being correct was less than 1%. 

The material used in the test was a newspaper article. 	10 

seconds was long enough to allow 2 or 3 phrases to be heard, 

whereas only 1 phrase would be heard in 5 seconds. 	It is 

therefore suggested that it is the rhythmic pattern of the 

phrases that allowed the speech rhythm to be distinguished from 

the pseudo-random rhythm with the longer presentation. 

If this hypothesis is correct, it would appear that only 

rhythmic patterns of at least phrase length could be expected 

to assist in improving the intelligibility of noisy speech. 

In cases when the message is known to be one of a small set, 

rhythm is likely to be a more helpful feature. 	It was found 

that when one of five known cliches was used to generate the 

pattern of synthetic vowel pulses, the correct cliche was easily 

identified. 

	

* Tre ckAis , chosen 	te of .tfhtl tar Cul 	tver4 

tile are OA 	tire brink CS" ill fit 

2 	S&91 6eakincja60 (it t- Ae 	bush 

3 	 happy to be here (-oday 

4 	9,6 td, 	in ein; 	SettiK 	41(Av 

5 Cast your •-ead vo ) 	tat'ers 
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5.6 	Perception of the strongly vciced components of speech 

5.6.1 	Strongly voiced components alternated with noise 

The experimental arrangement used to obtain a signal consisting 

of the strongly voiced components of speech alternated with 

noise is shown in figure 5.3. 	The signal was presented to 

both ears of the subject. 

Tests required subjects to make two judgements of the intelligi—

bility of prose taken from a newspaper article about the watch 

manufacturing industry by the rating scale procedure described 

in paragraph 5.3.3. In one judgement the intelligibility of 

the strongly voiced components alone was to be assigned to one 

of five categories according to the number of words heard. 	In 

the second judgement, a similar intelligibility rating was made 

with noise filling the silences between strongly voiced components. 

The noise was either provided at an arbitrary level or was 

adjustable by means of an attenuator under the control of the 

subject. 	In the latter case, the subject was instructed to 

adjust the attenuator until the highest percentage of the 

words could be heard before rating the speech for intelligibility. 

An estimate of the range of noise levels over which a similar 

intelligibility was obtained was also required. 

It might be objected that this procedure of requiring the subject 

to find the noise level giving highest intelligibility is likely 
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to set the subject to give the desired result. 	The improvement 

in intelligibility when noise was added was extremely obvious and 

no noticeable differences were found between the results of 

subjects who set their own noise level and those who were given 

an arbitrary level of noise. 

About forty subjects performed this test once only, ten of them 

with the arbitrarily set noise level. 

All subjects rated the signal with noise at least one category 

higher than the signal without noise. The mean improvement 

was two and a half categories. Ratings without noise added 

ranged between E and C and with noise between D and A. 

The distributions of responses were very similar whether or 

not the noise level was under the subjects' control. 

The choice of noise level did not appear to be at all critical. 

The noise level chosen as optimum by the thirty subjects varied 

over a range of 30 dB from — 10 to 20 dB speech to noise ratio. 

The question of individual preferences for noise level was 

investigated in a later experiment. 

To investigate whether the noise level chosen had a significant 

effect on the improvement in intelligibility with noise present, 

the noise level used by all forty subjects was paired with the 

corresponding number of categories improvement in intelligibility 

and a correlation coefficient calculated. The value found was 

r = 0.08 (positive, indicating higher intelligibility at lower 
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noise levels). 	Applying a 'tt test for the significance of 

a correlation coefficient yielded a value of t = 0.54. 	This 

value of t could occur by chance in 60% of trials, no significant 

correlation between noise level and intelligibility improvement 

was thus found. 

The result of: inserting white noise in the silences between 

strongly voiced components of speech is interesting in comparison 

with that obtained by Miller and Licklider (1950) when PB word 

list were regularly interrupted. 	In the latter case, inserting 

noise in the silences did not improve intelligibility, in the former 

it did. 	There are two differences between the experiments 

performed in this work and that of Miller and Licklider. First, 

the test material, continuous prose as against PB words, and 

second, the method of interruption, highly correlated with the 

speech as against regular. An experiment to be described, in 

which the test material was PB words, indicated that the different 

results were due to the different test material. 

To summarise the results, it was found that inserting white noise 

in the silences between strongly—voiced components of speech 

improved the intelligibility to a highly significant degree but 

that the level of the noise was not critical. 	The results were 

obtained with speech read from a newspaper article. 



5.6.2 	Strongly voiced components and continuous noise 

Ten of the forty subjects performed an experiment that was 

similar to that described in the last paragraph, except that 

the white noise was added at the output of the gate shown 

in figure 5.3 instead of at terminal 2. 	The noise was thus 

present together with the strongly voiced components as well 

as between them. 

The instructions' and experimental procedure were exactly the same 

as when the noise was interleaved between components but the 

noise level was under the subject's control in every test in 

this experiment. The same test material was used as in the 

previous experiment but a different extract was chosen to avoid 

the effects of memory. 

Subjects were again informed that they were to hear a passage 

about the watch industry and that the speech would be distorted. 

The intelligibility of the speech was rated twice; once with 

strongly voiced components alone and once after setting the 

preferred level of continuous masking noise. 

The noise again improved intelligibility to a highly significant 

degree. An improvement was registered in every test. 	The' 

mean improvement was just over two categories. 

The range of noise levels chosen was somewhat smaller with 

continuous noise than with the noise between components only. 
4 

The values found ranged from 5 dB to + 25 dB speech to noise 
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ratio. 	The lower noise levels chosen were attributed to direct 

masking of the speech at high noise levels. A quick test to 

check the 50% intelligibility level with the material used in 

the tests, found that this level of intelligibility was reached 

at about — 10 dB speech to noise ratio. 	This result is 

compatible with that of Hawkins and Stevens (1950). 	Speech to 

noise ratios of 0 dB or less would therefore be expected to 

reduce intelligibility in any case when both speech and noise 

were present simultaneously. 

To summarise the results, adding continuous noise to the strongly 

voiced components of speech was found to improve intelligibility. 

The degree of improvement was less than when the noise was 

alternated with the strongly voiced but the data was not amenable 

to statistical testing of the difference. 

526.3 	Replacing unvoiced components with noise 

Since many consonants have a structure similar to spectrally 

shaped noise, it was considered worthwhile replacing such 

consonants with white noise. 	Two gates were employed in 

the arrangement shown in figure 5.4 to obtain a signal consisting 

of the strongly voiced components of the original speech, white 

noise at instants when weakly voiced and unvoiced components 

were present in the original speech and silence, corresponding 

to silent intervals in the original, at other times. 
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components with white noise. 



This signal was compared with the signal consisting of the 

strongly voiced components of speech with noise filling the 

silent intervals. 

Ten subjects were first given a short practice session listening 

to the strongly voiced components alone of another extract from 

the passage about the watch industry. They then heard about 

one minute of the passage in each of the test forms, with noise 

Jilling the whole silent interval or with noise occurring only 

when speech energy, other than strong voicing, was present. 

Subjects were required to indicate which presentation allowed 

them to hear the greatest number of words. A majority of the 

subjects stated that the intelligibility was higher when noise 

filled the whole silent interval. 	The result was not 

statistically significant, however. After the test, subjects 

were asked which presentation they found easier and pleasanter 

to listen to. All preferred the presentation with noise 

filling the whole silent interval. 	It is possible that this,, 

preference influenced the subjects,  estimates of the percentage 

of words heard. No reliance was placed on the intelligibility 

result. 

There was no great weight of evidence to show that any of the 

three patterns of noise gave a greater improvement.in the 

intelligibility of the strongly voiced components of speech 

than the other two. However, if data on preferences for 

one signal or another is allowed, the best type of signal :•rould 
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appear to be that in which the strongly voiced components of 

speech were alternated with noise. All further experiments 

were accordingly conducted with such a signal. 

5.6.4 	Filtering the added noise  

In this experiment, subjects were asked to compare presentations 

of alternated strongly voiced components and filtered noise and 

to state which presentation of a pair gave the greatest number 

of words heard. The test passage employed was an extract from 

Cherry (1957) in which general aspects of language are discussed. 

Three filtering patterns were tested: wide-band, 0 - 10 kHz, 

low-pass, 0 - 2 kHz, and high-pass, 2 - 10 kHz. 

Six subjects each made one judgement of the three possible pairs 

of stimuli. As in previous tests, the subject matter was 

described at the beginning of the presentation and no part of 

the test material was heard more than once. 

The results showed a clear advantage for wide-band and high- 

pass filtered noise over low-pass filtered noise. 	This result 

opens up the question of what types of noise can be added 

between strongly voiced components and cause the intelligibility 

to improve. 	Some further data on this question was collected 

in the course of an experiment to be described in chapter six 

in which a synthetic vowel was used instead of the noise. 

No improvement was found with the former signal. This result 

is in agreement with results of Schubert and Parker (1955) 
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with continuous speech switched regularly from ear to ear and 

either white noise or reversed speech inserted in the silent 

intervals. The matter will not be pursued at this time but 

will be considered at length when further results with 

implications about regular interruption and switching between 

the ears have been discussed. 

In all further experiments employing strongly voiced components 

and thermal noisel wide-band noise was used. 

5.6.5 	The weakly voiced and unvoiced components of speech 

Having established the basic effect of the improvement in 

intelligibility when white noise was added to the strongly 

voiced components of speech, a simple experiment was conducted 

to discover whether a similar effect occurred with the other 

components of speech, i.e. the weakly voiced and unvoiced. 

The experiment was conducted similarly to that described 

in paragraph 5.6.1. 

Ten subjects heard an extract from the passage about language. 

The number of words heard was estimated on the five point rating 

scale, table 5.1, for the weakly voiced and unvoiced components 

alone. Noise was then added and adjusted by the subject until 

the greatest percentage of the words was heard. A further 

rating of intelligibility was then made. 

The subjects who took part in this test were well practised in 

listening to the strongly voiced components of speech and were 
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given a short practice session with that material before 

proceeding with the test proper. 

Adding noise when strongly voiced components would have been 

present in the speech improved intelligibility by an average 

of one and a half categories. 	Since the average intelligibility 

of the weakly voiced and unvoiced components alone was category 

C, a much larger improvement was not possible. In every case 

the intelligibility was judged to be at least 'one category 

higher with the noise present. 

With this result and a similar one obtained with the strongly 

voiced components, it may be anticipated that a similar result 

will be obtained with regularly interrupted speech. 

5.6.6 	Discussion of the results obtained in paragraph 5.6  

The intelligibility of various components of continuous prose, 

separated according to the instantaneous level of voicing, was 

estimated using a rating scale technique. 	This technique had 

the advantage of eliminating difficulties associated with memory 

but did allow of the possibility of the subject basing judgements 

on factors other than the number of words heard correctly. 

It was found that adding noise, either white or filtered, with 

a variety of temporal patterns to the strongly voiced components 

of speech increased the number of words heard. This result witty 

contrOWith the results obtained by Miller and Licklider 

(1950) who inserted white noise in the silences caused by 
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regular interruption of PB word lists. The different result 

was ascribed to the difference between the test material used. 

An improvement in intelligibility was found by Schubert and 

Parker (1955) when noise was inserted into the silences in 

each ear caused by alternating continuous prose from ear to 

ear, at certain regular rates. These regular rates are similar to Ole nevi 

Of those obtained by interrupting speech in such a way as to 

extract the strongly voiced components. 	It seems at least 

possible that the effect obtained when adding noise in the 

silent intervals of interrupted and alternated speech may be 

due to the same underlying cause. Schubert and Parker suggested 

that their observations might be explained in terms of contra— 

lateral inhibition. 	Since the same effect has been found with 

interrupted speech, with identical signals at both ears, this is 

unlikely to be an adequate and complete explanation. 

The different results obtained with PB words and continuous prose 

indicate that some higher order process must be involved. 

Linguistic association and the organisation of words into 

perceptual units are such processes and will be considered again 

in the light of the results of further experiments. 

The experiments were primarily intended to establish the best 

types of signal to employ in investigating the perception of the 

strongly voiced components of speech. As a result of the 

experiments, it was decided to fill the whole of all silent 



intervals with wide-band, 0 - 10 kH7,, noise in tests when noise 

was to be added to the strongly voiced components. 

The result that adding noise in the silences left by the removal 

of the strongly voiced components increased intelligibility was 

taken to indicate that the added noise cannot be regarded as 

a consonant substitute. 	This assumption would also explain the 

relative failure of the signal consisting of the strongly voiced 

.components and silences of original speech with the other 

components replaced by noise. 
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5.7 	Methods of recall 

5.7.1 	Purpose 

The experiment was designed to permit a decision to be made as 

to what method of recording the subjects' responses would be 

employed in the main experiments in which the material was to 

be continuous prose. 

A written response would be highly desirable as it would interfere 

least with perception. 	However, it would have to be possible to 

write the responses faster than the words were presented and 

subjects are seldom proficient in shorthand. 	The possibility 

of using written responses to continuous material was therefore 

- excluded. 

Shadowing is the closest approach to written response in the way 

of verbal responses. 	Its validity with speech alternated from 

ear to ear has been well established and was used by Schubert 

and Parker (1955), Cherry and Taylor (1954) and Huggins (1964, 

1967). Whether shadowing would be equally effective with the 

much lower intelligibilities resulting from interrupted speech 

was one of the factors investigated in this experiment. 

Phrase by phrase recall is the only other method of recording 

the subjects' responses that does not interfere with-the 

possible organisation of words into higher order perceptual 

units or make excessive demands on memory. The experiment 

therefore compared phrase by phrase recall and shadowing. 
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5.7.2 	The experiment 

Six similar 100 word long pasSages were taken from a single 

magazine article and recorded. The six passages were then 

re—recorded twice. One re—recording was precisely the same 

as the original, the second was made with the natural pauses 

between phrases lengthened to about twice the length of the 

preceding phrase. 

Subjects started by practising shadowing with normal prose, either 

from the passage about the watch industry or about language. 

A further practice session used the strongly voiced components 

. only from one of the passages. 	Tests proceeded with the 

setting of the optimum noise level by the subject. Two of 

the 100 word long passages were then either shadowed or 

repeated phrase by phrase. 	In the latter case, a signal light 

was flashed at the end of each phrase. One of the passages 

consisted of strongly voiced components alone and the other of the 

strongly voiced components with noise added in the silent 

"intervals. Four subjects were tested with all six passages, 

either shadowed or recalled phrase by phrase but no passage was 

heard twice by any subject at this stage. 

The results when shadowing showed a lower percentage of words 

correct than those from phrase by phrase recall. 	Subjects were 

then asked to shadow the passages that they had previously 

shadowed for a second time. 
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5.7.3 	Results 

The words correctly repeated by subjects were marked on a typed , 

copy of the original passage while listening to a recording of 

the subjects' responses. 	The percentage scores of words correct 

were then averaged for each method of recall with and without 

noise. 	These results are presented in table 5.2 

TABLF, 5.2 

Average score of words correct (%) when 
shadowing or recalling phrase by phrase 
the strongly voiced components of prose 
with and without noise between components 

METHOD OF 	.Phrase by 
RECALL 	phrase 

Shadowing, 
occasion 1 

Shadowing, 
occasion 2 

without 
noise 48  41 51 

with 
noise 

72 63 72 

Phrase by phrase recall gave the most satisfactory results, 

intelligibility was consistently measured as being greater 

with this method than with shadowing a passage for a first time. 

Shadowing a passage for a second time gave results very similar 

to those obtained with phrase by phrase recall. 

When shadowing, subjects sometimes appeared to lose the thread 

of a passage and would miss one or two words while recovering. 

This effect probably accounts for the lower scores obtained 
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with shadowing. Further shadowing practice might have eliminated 

the relatively poor performance. 

It was decided, on the basis of the results presented in table 

.5.2 to measure the number of words correctly heard in main 

experiments by means of a phrase by phrase recall technique. 

In the initial stages of this experiment, two exceptionally low 

scores were obtained when employing phrase by phrase recall. 

It was noticed, in these two cases, that words were repeated 

only in meaningful groups. The original instructions, asking 

subjects to repeat all the words heard in the previous phrase, 

were apparently somewhat ambiguous. Subjects sometimes interpreted 

the instruction as requiring the repitition of whole phrases. 

The instruction was reinforced in later tests with the added 

instruction that every single word heard had to be repeated. 
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5.8 	Switching time 

5.8.1 	Purpose 

The experiments so far described all employed very fast switching 

to gate out the strongly voiced components of speech, this 

being technically easy to do. 

It has been pointed out by Ohman (1966) and by t'Hart and Cohen 

(1964) that switching, particularly during a vowel, of speech can 

give rise to the perception of consonants and that the consonant 

perceived will depend on the switching rate. 

Ohman concluded that the optimum compromise was a switching time 

of about 10 msecs. when gating occurred in fricatives. 

t'Hart and Cohen suggested a much shorter switching time, 2 or 

3 msecs., for switching vowels. 	To gate out the strongly voiced 

components, switching will generally occur during vowels or 

consonants exhibiting strong voicing and so the shorter time 

constant is likely to be preferable. 

In the present cries of experiments, temporal position is of 

considerable interest and so extremely rapid switching may well 

be acceptable. 

An experiment was therefore designed to test for any large 

differences between responses to word lists from which the strongly 

voiced components were gated with switching times of about 

3 msecs. or 1 microsec. 



5.8.2 	The experiment 

Four subjects each heard the strongly voiced components from 

twelve lists of twenty—five PB words. 	The switching time was 

fast, abdut one microsecond, for six of the lists and slow, 

about three milliseconds, for the other six. 

Before hearing the word lists, subjects were familiarised with 

the sound of strongly voiced components from a short passage 

of light fiction. 	The subjects all attended two sessions 

of six lists each, three with each switching time, so that no 

session exceeded twenty minutes duration. 

The words were presented at the rate of one every two seconds 

with a pause of about a minute between lists. 	Subjects were 

informed. that they were to hear single syllable English words 

and that they were to repeat every word. 	The responses were 

recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis. 

The responses were then written in phonetic form beside a type— 

script of the original word. 	Those words correctly repeated in 

every phoneme were scored as words correct. 

5.8.3' 	Results and discussion 

The number of words correct in each list was typically five. The 

scores were converted to percentages for each list by multiplying 

by four and then transformed by both the logarithmic and arcsin 

methods described in paragraph 5.1.3. 	The best fit to the 
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normal distribution was found with the data from the logarithmic 

transformation. 	In table 5.3 are shown, in terms of transformed 

data, the mean scores and their standard deviations. 

TABLE 5.3 

The effect of switching time on the 
perception of the strongly voiced 
components of PB word lists. 
(Note: transformed data) 

switching 
time 

mean standard 
deviation 

t p 

3 
millisecs —12 19 

2 
(46

.9  
df) 

<.01 
1 

microsec +2.5 15  

The 't' test showed that the difference between the mean scores 

found would only occur by chance in less than 1 trial in 100. 

It was therefore concluded that the word articulation was 

significantly lower when the strongly voiced components were 

gated out with a slow operating switch than with a very fast 

acting one. 

Converting the mean scores back to words correct per list, the 

values given in table 5.3 are percentages as well as being 

transformed, about 3 words were correctly repeated per list 

with slow switching and about 5 words with fast switching. 

Since no individual score exceeded 50%, these means are true 
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geometric means. 

The switching action was initiated at the same point relative 

to the voicing envelope with both the fast and slow switches; 

there was' therefore a delay in the operation of the slow switch. 

This delay was of the order of 2 msecs. and it seems unlikely 

that this would account for the difference in articulation 

obtained with the two switches. 

The sound of the action of the two switches was, of course, 

different. The fast switch introduced clicks, whose severity 

depended on the instantaneous signal amplitude at the moment 

of switching, and the slow switch produced slight 'plops'. 

Subjects were asked at the end of the second test session to 

state which signal, the one with clicks or plops, they found 

easier to listen to. Surprisingly, subjects were unanimous in 

preferring the fast acting switch. They did not know which 

lists had given the higher articulation scores so intelligibility 

could have had but little influence on their preference. 

\The physical performance of the two gates was then most carefully 

checked but, apart from switching time; there was no difference 

in their measured performance. 

It was therefore decided to continue the experiments with the 

fast acting switch. The only explanation that can be offered 

for the superior performance with the fast acting switch is that 

the click—like sound bears little resemblance to any consonant and 

therefore does not interfere with subjects' judgements. 
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5.9 	Regularly inte=pIed speech  

5.9.1 	Purpose 

In paragraph 5.6 it was shown that adding white noise in the 

silent intervals caused by interrupting speech according to 

the level of voicing improved intelligibility. A preliminary 

experiment was therefore designed to determine whether a 

similar effect occurred when the interruption was regular. 

It was also planned to compare the interruption rate giving 

lowest intelligibility with the average rate of voice controlled 

interruption- with the same material. 

Miller and Licklider (1950) had already found that regular 

.interruption of PB word lists gave lowest intelligibility at 

rates of about 1 interruption per second. They had not found 

any improvement in intelligibility when noise was added in the 

silent intervals. 

The experiment was therefore conducted with continuous prose as 

the test material. 	The results with speech switched from ear 

to ear, Huggins (1964), suggest that some improvement in 

intelligibility might be expected when adding noise between 

segments of regularly interrupted prose. 	To make the results 

comparable with those of paragraph 5.6, it was decided to use 

a similar rating scale technique. 
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5.9.2 	The experiment  

In all measurements of the intelligibility of regularly interrupted 

speech, subjects were asked to rate the speech for the number of 

words heard according to the five point rating scale discussed 

in paragraph 5.3.3. Light fiction, without unnatural lengthening 

of,pauses, was used as the test material. On time was 50%. 

Subjects first heard a short passage consisting of strongly voiced 

components only as a practice run. All the subjects had 

previously heard such a signal. The test with regular interruption 

then commenced. The rate of interruption was variable between 

0.8 Hz and 80 Hz. 	The' data of Miller and Licklider (1950) show 

that the intelligibility will be about 50% at the lower rate and 

approaching 100% at the higher rate. 	Subjects were therefore 

presented with about 1 minute of speech interrupted at 0.8 Hz and 

told that this was of intelligibility rating 'C'. 	A second 

minute of speech interrupted at 80 Hz was defined as of rating 'A'. 

The interruption rate was then put under the control of the 

`subject who was instructed to scan the range of interruption rates. 

and note down any frequency at which the intelligibility passed 

through a peak or null. 	The intelligibility was also to be 

rated according to the five point scale at the peak or null. 

A null was always found at an interruption rate of 3 or 4 Hz 

and sometimes another at double this rate. After this result 

had been announced by the subject, no time limit was imposed in 



arriving at it, a further instruction was given to search more 

thoroughly for the intelligibility null at 3 or 4 Hz and then 

leave the frequency set at the worst value. The indicated 

frequency in front of the subject was 8 times the actual 

interruption rates quoted here. This arrangement was employed 

to retain some of the advantages of the subject not knowing 

the precise nature of the test while still leaving a calibrated 

scale in front of him. 

Having selected the interruption rate giving worst intelligibility, 

white noise was then inserted in the silences, the level being 

under the subjects' control. 	The zero level of the noise was 

altered from the level used in previous rating scale tests with 

noise and the subject was informed that this had been done. 

Subjects were instructed to vary the noise level, leaving the 

interruption rate fixed at the level giving lowest intelligibility, 

and search for any intelligibility improvement. If such an 

improvement was found, subjects noted down the preferred noise 

N evel and also rated the signal again for the number of words 

heard according to the five point rating scale. 

To determine the average rate of interruption when the strongly 

voiced components were cut from the same passage of light fiction, 

three lengths of about fifteen feet of film were exposed in a 

Shackman camera. About 100 words could be included on this 

length of film, giving good waveform detail; together with pulses 
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indicating switch operation and timing pulses. 	The three films 

thus provided data about the average interruption rate, the on-

time for strongly voiced components and the speech/silence ratio. 

5.9.3 	Results and discussion 

Data from one session with each of 16 subjects, 6 in the preliminary 

experiment and 10 in a later experiment, the two sets of results 

being statistically consistent, gave the following average 

results: worst interruption rate 3.1/sec, standard deviation 

0.6/sec. (data showed good fit to normal distribution), 

intelligibility rated as 'E', the lowest category, by all subjects 

at their chosen worst rate. 	The addition of noise, the level of 

which was not critical, in the silences raised the intelligibility 

rating in every case, to rating 'C' in most cases. 

Over the whole of the passage employed in this experiment the 

speaking rate was 162 words per minute or 232 syllables_per minute. 

Allowing between 15 and 20% of the total time for prosodic 

pauses, these rates become 3.3 words per second and 4.6 syllables 

per second. Direct measurements from ten phrases taken at 

random from the three films yielded a word rate of 3.3 per 

second and a syllable rate of 4.5 per second. 	171% therefore 

is a good estimate of the time consumed in prosodic pauses when 

reading light fiction. 

The mean syllable duration was therefore 220 msecs. 	The modal 

value for the duration of syllables was estimated to be 170 msecs. 
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This measurement is consistent with that of Huggins (1964) who 

found that the modal syllable duration was about 75% of the mean 

value. 	If switching the signal on or off in mid—syllable is 

postulated as most likely to degrade intelligibility, a reasonable 

assumption since the syllable cannot then be heard complete, the 

worst interruption Tate would be half the reciprocal of the modal 

duration of syllables. 	The likelihood of one switch, either on 

or off, per syllable would be maximised at this rate which is 

2.9/sec. At multiples of this rate further minima of intelligibility 

would also be expected. 

If it is assumed that 2.9 interruptions per second is a true value 

of the mean of the worst rate, then the value of 3.1/sec. obtained 

with 16 subjects and standard deviation of 0.6/sec. could occur 

by chance in over 10% of trials. The measured value is thus 

consistent with the hypothesis that the worst interruption rate 

is dependent on the syllabic rate. 	This result is in agreement 

with that of Huggins (1964) obtained by varying speech playback 

speed and which showed that the worst interruption rate was 

proportional to the playback speed. 

The improvement in intelligibility when noise was added in the 

silent intervals between speech segments also confirms the 

similarity betweeen interrupted speech and speech switched from 

ear to ear. 	Schubert and Parker (1955) found considerable 

improvements when they added noise in the silent intervals caused 



by switching speech from ear to ear but at a rate of about 

4 interruptions per second. 	The word rate in Schubert and 

Parker's experiment was only slightly higher than in the 

experiment described here so word rate cannot explain the 

higher frequency of maximum interference. However, the 

number of syllables per word in the test material used for 

this experiment was unusually low, only 1.4 syllables per word. 

1.6 syllables per word is a more usual value. 	If the latter 

value is assumed for Schubert and Parker's test passages, then, 

allowing for speaking rate as well, the rates obtained for 

lowest intelligibility are not inconsistent. 

It therefore appears that the result of Miller and Licklider 

(1950), namely that adding noise in the silent intervals caused 

by regular interruption of PB word lists does not improve 

intelligibility, is a function of the test material. 

As was discussed in paragraph 5.6.6, the difference between 

the results with PB words and continuous prose indicate that 

higher order processes must be involved in the effects observed 

on the addition of noise. 

5.9.4. 	Summary of results  

The interruption rate that gave lowest intelligibility of 

continuous prose, 3.1/sec., was such that the.probabilityHof 

the speech being switched, either on or off, once in every- 
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syllable was highest. Adding white noise in the silent intervals 

caused by the interruption at the worst rate improved the rating 

of intelligibility by two categories on a five point scale. 

5.10 	Summary of results of preliminary experiments  

A consideration of the components of speech most audible in 

very noisy environments has led to preliminary experiments 

whose conclusions will now be summarised. 

The rhythm of voicing, in the absence of all other clues, was 

reliably distinguished from similar pseudo—random rhythms only 

. when sample lengths were sufficient to include at least two 

or three phrases. 

The intelligibility of the strongly voiced components of 

continuous prose , as rated by subjects, was very low. Adding 

white noise in the silent intervals improved the intelligibility 

significantly 	The improvement was greatest if the noise filled 

the whole silent interval but did not overlap into the speech 

'components. The improvement was reduced if the added noise was 

filtered. 

A similar result was found with regular interruption, 50% on 

time, and when only the weakly voiced,unvoiced and silent 

components were presented; noise had the same effect of 

improving intelligibility. 

Higher articulation scores were obtained when test material was 
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repeated phrase by phrase than when shadowed, the material being 

strongly voiced components of prose with and without noise added 

in the silent intervals. 

Higher articulation scores were obtained with the strongly voiced 

components of PB words when the rate at which the speech was 

switched on or off was fast, 1 microsecond, rather than slow, 

3 milliseconds. 

These results confirmed the similarity between interrupted speech 

and speech switched from ear to ear, confirmed the link between 

the worst rate of interruption and the syllabic rate, did not 

indicate any significant difference between regular interruption 

of speech and interruption controlled by the level of voicing 

and, finally, suggested techniques for use in the main 

experiments. 

5.11 	Implications for the main experiments 

Two points of general applicability emerged from the preliminary 

experiments. First, in all cases involving switching of the 

speech waveform the switching should be instantaneous, second, 

that when noise is added to improve the intelligibility of 

interrupted speech it should fill the whole of the silent 

interval caused by interruption, but no more. In all the 

main experiments, these two points were considered. 

Before considering the many hypotheses that have been proposed 
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to account for the results obtained with interrupted and alternated 

(switched from ear to ear) speech, five main experiments will be 

described. 	These experiments were devised, in the light of 

results of previous workers and also the results of the preliminary 

experiments described and discussed in this chapter. 

The first experiment was intended to check the possibilities of 

improving the intelligibility of noisy speech by emphasising the 

strongly voiced components, and so the rhythm of voicing, thus 

generating a signal somewhat similar to the strongly voiced 

components interleaved with noise. In the event, it did not 

prove possible to improve the intelligibility of speech which 

was originally noisy enough to be largely unintelligible. 

The main efforts of the investigation were therefore directed 

towards the perception_ of the strongly voiced components of 

speech. 

The second experiment :•ras concerned with relating rating scale 

estimates of intelligibility to the number of words correctly 

repeated, a problem that has already been mentioned. This 

experiment also investigated individual differences in the 

level of noise giving the greatest improvement in the intelligibility 

of the strongly voiced components. A question raised by the 

differences between results with PB words and prose is embedding. 

The articulation of words in different parts of a phrase was also 

analysed in this second experiment. 



The third experiment was concerned with PB words. 	It was first 

verified that Miller and Licklider's (1950) result, that adding 

noise between segments from a PB word list did not improve 

articulation scores, applied when the interruption was controlled 

by voicing level. 	The effect of embedding the words in a 

,phrase was also examined and the vowel and consonant errors 

were analysed as a check for hypotheses concerning false cues 

about phonemes. 

The fourth experiment was designed to investigate the dependence 

of the improvement caused by adding noise between strongly voiced 

components on context and rhythm and grammatical structure. 

This experiment, incidentally, produced further data on the 

problem of methods of recall. 

The final experiment reverted to rating scale methods in order to 

compare the perception of strongly voiced components, speech 

with the strongly voiced components excised, regularly interrupted 

speech and the effect of interleaving signals other than thermal 

noise in the silences produced. 
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CHAPTER 6. 	The main experiments 

6.1 	Improving the intelligibilit of noisy speech 

6.1.1 	Introduction and purpose 

In the preliminary experiment described in paragraph 5.6, it 

was shown that adding noise in the silences between strongly 

voiced components of prose improved the intelligibility. 

The strongly voiced components were described in chapter three 

as those most prominent when high noise levels are present 

together with speech. 

This experiment was carried out to determine whether any effect 

similar to that obtained when noise was added between the strongly 

voiced components of pure speech occurred when the components 

were taken from noisy speech. 	It may be expected that some 

complementary filtering of the voiced and non—voiced segments, 

increasing their physical differentiation, would be,necessary. 

Any operation which emphasises part of the speech waveform, in 

this case the voiced part, will also emphasise the rhythmic 

pattern of the speech. The experiment described in paragraph 

5.5 gives some cause for expecting an improvement in intelligi—

bility, particularly with restricted message sets.. 

The experiment proceeded from the detection of voicing in the 

noisy speech waveform which was successfully achieved, to tests 

with segments of noisy speech. 
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6.1.2 	The experiment 

The first step taken was to determine the signal to noise ratio 

at which speech was sufficiently degraded for some improvement 

in intelligibility to be desirable. 

A rough estimate only was required, so a rating scale technique 

was employed with two subjects. A passage of prose was played 

to the subjects and the noise level varied in steps of 5 dB from 

speech to noise ratio + 5 dB to - 15 dB. At each noise level 

the_subject was verbally instructed to rate the speech according 

to the number of words heard on the five point rating scale. 

Taking a rough average, the results were as follows. At a 

speech to noise ratio (S/N) of - 5 dB the number of words heard 

was rated as 'Be, the second highest category, and at S/N - 10 dB 

the rating was 'D', the second lowest category. 	It was therefore 
'MS 

decided to carry out the experiment with a S/N ratio of - 10 dB. 

The next requirement was accurate physical detection of the 

instants in time when strong voicing was present in the noisy 

speech. 	To achieve this, the filter in the gating detector, 

see figure 5.3, paragraph 5.5.2, was reduced in bandwidth and 

had its skirts steepened. 	Originally the filter passed the 

band between 350 and 850 Hz and had skirts of - 24 dB/octave 

slope; for this experiment the bandwidth was reduced to. 

400  to 800.Hz and the skirts steepened to - 48 dB/octave. 	The 

noise power was thus reduced in the signal fed to the detector 
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The times of switching were displayed on a 
storage oscilloscope with the switch operated 
both by pure speech and by noisy speech. 
comparison of the waveforms generated in 
each case by the same speech excerpt showed 
that the differences in switching time seldom 
exceeded 5 milliseconds. 
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but little change to the envelope of voicing waveform was 

anticipated. cer  406e oftbasit-e 

A subjective test was carried out to determine the adequacy 

of the detection of the voiced components of noisy speech. 

The strongly voiced components of speech without any noise, 

either between components or with components, were presented to 

four subjects. 	The gating circuit, which extracted the strongly - 

voiced components, was operated either by the same pure speech 

waveform or that waveform with noise added at - 10 dB S/N ratio. 

The subjects, all of whom were practised at listening to the 

strongly voiced components, were instructed that they would hear 

pairs of extracts consisting of the strongly voiced components 

from light fiction. One of each pair would be the strongly 

voiced component signal they had heard before and this one of 

the pair was to be noted down. 

The four subjects each made judgements with five pairs. 	The 

signals switched by pure speech and noisy speech were not reliably 

distinguished. 	The gating performance was therefore considered 

to be adequate. 

In the experiment proper, the strongly voiced components were 

gated out from noisy speech, S/N - 10 dB, and presented to four 

subjects. 	Independent noise was added in the silences so 

produced and its level was under the subjects' control. The 

noise level could be varied from - 20 to + 40 dB S/N ratio. 
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The speech level employed, that is pure speech, not noisy speech, 

was between 60 and 65 dB above threshold in this experiment, and also 

in all subsequent ones. 

Subjects were instructed to scan the range of available S/N 

ratios and report any values at which consistently high numbers 

of words could be heard, i.e. to note any peaks of intelligibility 

against interleaved noise level, and assign them a rating. 

A similar test was performed by the same subjects but with the 

speech low pass filtered at 2 kHz and with the interleaved noise 

high pass filtered at 2 kHz. 

6.1.3 	Results and discussion 

The intelligibility of the strongly voiced components of noisy 

speech was rated as 'D' or 'E', not better than the original 

noisy speech itself. 	If any increase in intelligibility did 

occur as a result of adding noise in the silent intervals, it 

was not large enough to found by the subjects o.•wn estimates of 

the number of words heard. Although this result was not 

unexpected in the case of wideband noisy speech and noise, it 

was disappointing that no improvement was found with the 

complementary filtering of the two signals. 

The result obtained does not prove that no intelligibility 

improvement can be achieved by this method. 	It would be 

necessary to carry out an experiment in which the number of 

words correctly repeated at various noise levels was analysed 



to give a final answer. 

A good case can be made out for performing a further, more 

precise, experiment on the topic of improving the intelligibility 

of noisy speech, especially with restricted message sets. 

However, the whole question of interrupted speech, alternated 

speech and strongly voiced components has raised a number of 

problems. A study of those problems appeared more likely 

to be rewarding than dogged pursuit of the possibility of 

improving the intelligibility of noisy speech. 

The strongly voiced components are not unrelated to the problem 

of speech communication in noisy environments and results with 

direct relevance to this problem may spring from the study of 

such components. 

In any event, the questions raised by previous work with 

interrupted and alternated speech are well worthwhile studying 

in their.own right. 

The remaining four experiments were therefore concerned with 

the perception of the strongly voiced components of speech. 
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6.2 	Validation of rating scale measurements  

and also an investigation of individual preferences for 

the level of noise between strongly voiced components and 

any differences in articulation according to the position 

of words in a phrase 

6.2.1 	The aims of the experiment 

The main purpoSe of this experiment was to show that tha 

estimation of intelligibility by means of subjects' ratings 

of the number of words heard bears a close relationship to 

the number of words that could be repeated. 	The possibility 

that subjects might be using some cue other than the number 

of words to make their estimate necessitated such an experiment. 

The conclusions can only be valid for circumstances similar 

to those in this experiment, i.e. low intelligibilities and 

magazine articles. 	Since many of the experiments were to be 

concerned with the improvement in intelligibility when noise 

was added between strongly voiced components, it was decided 

to compare improvements judged on the rating scale with the 

corresponding improvements measured by counting words correctly 

repeated. 	Provided that the rating scale can be shown to be 

a valid estimator of intelligibility changes, a great deal of 

time can be saved by avoiding the necessity to perform long 

articulation tests. 
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A very wide variation was fou-Id in the level of noise subjects 

chose to interleave between the strongly voiced components to 

increase intelligibility by the greatest amount. 	The experiment 

was described in paragraph 5.6.1 and the chosen noise level 

varied over a range of 30 dB relative to the speech power. The 

result was obtained with a single measurement from each of thirty 

subjects and the question was raised as to whether subjects 

.would consistently choose a particular noise level. 

This experiment therefore included a test designed to show . 

whether subjects preferred a characteristic level of noise or 

whether the variations found in the preliminary experiment 

were also characteristic of individual subjects. No attempt 

was made at this stage to determine the effect of noise level 

on intelligibility. 

The difference between the results obtained by Miller and 

Licklider (1950) with interrupted PB words and the results of 

the experiment described in paragraph 5.9 with interrupted prose 

suggests that there may be an effect due to embedding words in 

phrases. When noise was added between the segments of PB words, 

no improvement in intelligibility resulted. When continuous 

prose was substituted for PB words, there was an .improvement. 

One difference between tha two types of material is that the 

PB words are isolated. At the beginning and end of a phrase, 

words occur that are open on one side. 	It may be that a 
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different percentage of words at the ends of a phrase and in the 

middle of a phrase can be correctly repeated. 	If so, it would 

imply that embedding does indeed have some effect on the 

intelligibility of interrupted speech. 	In this experiment, 

the special form of interrupted speech, the strongly voiced 

components only, was to be investigated. 	The opportunity was 

taken to analyse the responses to compare the number of mid-

phrase and end-of-phrase words correct. 

6.2.2 	The experiment 

Eight passages of two hundred words each were prepared under the 

conditions described in paragraph 5.3.1. 	That is, one native 

English speaker, male voice, and recordings were split into 

phrases with a long pause between each phrase. 	The test material 

varied from light fiction, as the easiest passage, to semi-

technical articles (Scientific American), as the most difficult 

passage. 

Tests commenced with a practice session listening to the strongly 

voiced components from a half hour tape of a magazine article. 

This recording did not have long pauses between phrases. After 

about two minutes, noise was introduced in the silences between 

strongly voiced components. 	Subjects were instructed to adjust 

the level of the noise until the greatest number of the words 

could be heard. 	To prevent subjects resetting the same level 

on their attenuator from test to test, the level of noise fed 
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to the attenuator was varied from test to test. 	The level of 

noise chosen at this point was then used throughout the session. 

In one session, four of the eight prepared passages would be 

heard by the subject. At the end of each phrase a signal light 

was flashed to the subject who had been instructed verbally, but 

in standard form, to repeat every word heard in the previous 

phrase when the light flashed. 

The passages were divided into two halves, one hundred words, 

or as nearly as possible one hundred within the limitation of 

not splitting any phrase, in each. One half was heard with 

strongly voiced components only and the other with noise, at the 

chosen level, interleaved between the components. 

Seven subjects each heard the eight passages once, four in each 

of two sessions. 	The first four subjects had an equal chance 

of hearing noise added in either the first half of any passage 

or in the second half. The remaining three subjects then heard 

noise with the half in which it was not heard by the first three. 

At the end of each passage, the subject was asked to assign an 

intelligibility rating, on the five point scale, to each half 

of the passage heard. 

The subjects repititions of the phrases had been recorded and 

the number of words correctly repeated, regardless of transpositions 

of word order, was noted for each half of the passages. The 

difference between the scores for the two halves was compared 



with the corresponding difference in the number of categories 

on the rating scale. 	Some estimate of the validity of the rating 

scale as a measure of the number of words heard, and particularly 

changes in the number with different presentations, could then 

be made. 

The level of noise chosen at the beginning of each session, and 

used for four passages, was compared with the average improvement, 

measured by counting words, when the noise was added between the 

strongly voiced components. 

The number of words correctly repeated that were either the first 

or last word of a phrase were scored separately from the remaining 

words. Separate analysis of the two groups would then show 

any effect due to embedding. 

6.2.3  

6.2.3.1 

Results And Discussion 

 

Individual preference for noise level 

In this test, each of the seven subjects made -two• judgements of 

the level of noise required between strongly voiced components 

to maximise the number of words heard. -  All seven of the subjects 

had previously made two other judgements of the optimum noise level. 

The twenty-eight judgements were treated by a simple analysis of 

variance to determine whether the variation between subjects 

was significantly greater than the within subject variation. 

The resulting variance table is shown as table 6.1. 
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TABLE C.I 

Level of noise between strongly 
voiced components chosen by subjectS 
to maximise the number of words heard 

Analysis of variance 

sum of 
squares 

degrees of 
freedom 

variance F 

between 
sub jects  

659 6 108 20.8 

within 
subjects 

109 21 5.2 

.... 

total 768 27 

The value of F required to show that the between subjects and 

within subjects variances are not two independent estimates 

of the parent population variance at the 0.001 confidence 

level is 5.88. 	The value obtained, 20.8, is high enough for 

considerations about homogeneity of data to be unnecessary. 

The value of noise chosen by each subject to insert between the 

Strongly voiced components to maximise the number of words heard 

was characteristic of that subject. 	The average values chosen are 

shown in table 6.2, overleaf. 	The values quoted are total 

decibels attenuation of the noise. 	The maximum noise power 

was 150 mV across 5 ohms and the average speech level was 15 mV. 

SA ratio was therefore 20 less than the value in the table. 
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TABLE 6.2 

Average value of noise level 
preferred between strongly 
voiced components by subjects 

The values are attenuations of 
noise level. S/N = value — 20 dB 

Subject A B C D E F G 

Noise 21 23 16 19 15 24 30 

The range of values chosen was 18 dB compared with the 30 dB 

range obtained with thirty different subjects in the experiment 

described in paragraph 5.6. 

Further discussion of individual preferences for noise level will 

be delayed until the remaining results of this experiment have 

been presented. 

6.2.3.2 	Validation of rating scale measurements 

56 measurements of the improvement in intelligibility when noise 

was added between the strongly voiced components were made. In 

every case the improvement was measured by counting the number 

of words correctly repeated and also by asking the subject to 

estimate the number of words heard in terms of a five point 

rating scale. 	In two cases a numerical estimate was also 

obtained. The results obtained by counting words were grouped 
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according to the number of categories improvement assigned by 

the subject. The mean and standard deviation of each group of 

data is shown in table 6.3. 	The word scores obtained had a 

mean of about 60% and all subjects scores, as expected with this 

mean value, showed a good fit to the normal distribution. No 

transformation was applied to the data in this case. 

TABLE 6.3 

Mean improvement in percentage of words 
correctly repeated when noise was added 
between the strongly voiced components 
of prose according to improvement as 
rated by subjects on five point scale 

Rated 
Improvement 
(categories) 

Number 
of cases 

. 

Mean 
Improvement 
(% points) 

Standard 
deviation 

1 

1 19 10 10 

2 29 19 7 

3 8 33 11 

In three cases, the improvement measured by counting words 

repeated was negative. 	These three cases were rated as one 

category improvement. This result may be interpreted as 

indicating that when the subject estimates an improvement of 

intelligibility by one category, there is f a 16% probability 
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that there was no improvement.  Alternatively, it may be that 

in those three cases words that had been heard correctly were 

forgotten before being repeated and that there were no real 

negative -improvements. 

When the intelligibility was estimated to improve by two or 

more categories no negative improvements were found when counting 

words. The rating scale can therefore be relied on, with a 

high degree of confidence, when two or more categories of 

improvement are estimated. 	Even with one category, a test 

like the sign test is not likely to give misleading results. 

Examination of table 6.3 shows that in thiscase, and possibly 

in others when the number of words heard is of the same order, 

one category improvement corresponds to an increase of about 

10% in the number of words heard. 

This result emphasises the importance of improving the number 

of words that can be heard in the region of 50% words heard. 

The rating scale covered 0 to 100°words heard in five categories. 

Subjectively, rating 'A' covers 100 to 70%, and rating 'E' 

0 to 40%. The remaining three categories appeared to be 

distributed over approximately equal intervals between 40 and 70% 

words heard. 

As the rating is likely to be based on the subjects' comprehension 

of the test passage, his only check on words heard correctly is 

that they make sense, the subjects' own estimates of the number 

of words_heard are not likely to be particularly valuable 
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outside the range of, say, 25 to 75% words correctly repeatable. 

Below 25% some running count of words thought to be correct 

would have to be made and above 75% other factors, such as speech 

quality and interest, may influence the judgement. 

However, in the type of test in which rating scale comparisons 

have been made in this work, rating the number of words heard 

appeared to give good results. 

The mean improvement when noise was added between the strongly 

voiced components was 19 % points, from 51% to 70%. 	The most 

common improvement rating was from 'D' to 'B', the means being 

slightly below those ratings. 

6.2.3.3 	The position of a word in a phrase 

The percentage of words at the beginning and end of a phrase 

that were correctly repeated were averaged for comparison with 

the mean number of words from the middle of a phrase correctly 

repeated. 	The values are shown in table 6.4. 

TABLE 6.4 

The effect of word position on the 
intelligibility of the strongly, 
voiced components of speech 

7 s t p 

words at either 
end of phrase 

60.52 15.18 
0.28 0.8 

words in the 
middle of phrase 

61.76 14.47 
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Notes to table 6.4 

X: mean score of words correct (%) 
s: standard deviation of data contributing to Y 
t: as in 't' test 
p: probability of obtaining means and deviations quoted 

assuming null hypothesis that both X's are estimates 
of the same parent population mean 

The embedding of a word in a phrase did not therefore affect 

the probability of its being correctly heard when only the strongly 

voiced components were presented. 

Words at the end of a connected phrase are not truly isolated. 

If some difference in the number of words correctly repeated, 

depending on their position in the phrase, had been found, then 

this would have had some relevance to the differences in the 

. perception of PB words and prose. The question of embedding will 

be examined again in the experiment on PB words, paragraph 6.3. 

6.2.3.4 Does the improvement in intelligibility depend on 

noise level ? 

In the preliminary experiment described in paragraph 5.6.1, 

the correlation between noise level chosen and rated improvement 

was calculated. 	The degree of correlation was not significant. 

The result that the rating scale is a valid estimator of the 

number of words heard, paragraph 6.2.3.2, increases the degree 

of confidence with which it was concluded that there was no 

significant correlation. 
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In this experiment, one noise level was used with four passages. 

To calculate a correlation coefficient the average improvement 

obtained in the four passages when noise was added between 

the strongly voiced components was paired with each noise level; 

The value of correlation coefficient obtained was r = - 0.15. 

The 't' test method of judging the significance of the correlation 

coefficient showed that this value could occur in more than 

60% of similar trials by chance, on the assumption that there 

was no relationship between noise level and intelligibility 

improvement. 	The original conclusion that the level of noise 

was unimportant has thus been confirmed. 

It seems probable that the noise level is not critical for any 

one subject although the results described in paragraph 6.2.3.1 

showed that, given a free choice, subjects selected a charac- 

teristic noise level. 	Certainly, in the preliminary experiment 

in which subjects were given specified noise levels there was 

no gross difference in rating scale results from when they 

chose their own level. 

It may be that some aspect of the interrupted speech signal, the 

transient click for example, was found to be more objectionable 

by some subjects and so they increased the relative noise level 

to mask the clicks. 	Some limit to increasing the noise level 

must occur when the temporal spread of masking begins to 

interfere with the strongly voiced components. Again, there 
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must be a lower limit for the level of noise required to improve 

the intelligibility. A wide range of noise levels produced 

the improvement and interest centred on the linguistic aspects 

of improving the intelligibility of interrupted speech, the exact 

range of useful noise levels was not therefore investigated. 

6.2.4 	Summary 

-The rating scale was found to give a good estimate of the number 

of words heard at intermediate intelligibilities, 40 to 70%, 

particularly when improvements were of interest. Use of the 

rating scale to estimate the number of words heard outside these 

limits was doubtful, particularly with good quality speech. 

Subjects preferred different noise levels to improve the 

intelligiblity of the strongly voiced components of speech. 

Considerable improvements were found over a wide range of noise 

levels however. 

No significant difference was found according to the position 

of words in phrases when the strongly voiced components of 

prose were heard. 

When noise was added between the strongly voiced components, 

the number of words of prose correctly repeated rose from 51 

to 70% 
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6.3 	The strongly voiced components of PB words 

6.3.1 	Purpose 

Miller and Licklider (1950) found that adding noise in the silences 

caused by regular interruption of PB word lists did not improve 

articulation scores. 	One aim of this experiment was to confirm 

that similar results would be obtained when the interruptions 

were correlated with the speech waveform, as occurs when the 

strongly voiced components only are presented. 

Assuming that surrounding the strongly voiced component of a PB 

word, only one such component can be expected in a monosyllabic 

word, does not increase the probability of it being correctly 

heard, why is there an improvement with the strongly voiced 

components of prose ? A number of possible hypotheses exist. 

Pickett and Pollack (1963) found that when groups of words 

were cut out of fluent speech, the duration of the excerpt 

had to approach 0.8 seconds if high intelligibility was to 

be obtained. 	This result suggests that speech may have to be 

present for a certain length of time if words are to be perceived 

and named. This hypothesis recalls the work of Cherry and 

Taylor (1954) in which a switching time for attention to be 

transferred from ear to ear was postulated. 	If a switching 

time is required to transfer attention from one ear to the other, 

then it must also be required to switch on the attention with 

a binaural signal. 



By linguistic association is meant all the 
phonemic, syllabic, grammatical, semantic 
and contextual constraints associated with 
spoken language. 	Implicit in this concept 
is the question of which features of a sound 
classify it as speech and allow full use to 
be made of linguistic knowledge. House et al 
(1962) use the label 'linguistic association' 
in the same sense as is intended here. 
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When speech is interrupted, the attention may be able to switch 

off during the silent intervals, the addition of noise preventing 

this switch off. 

Schubert and Parker (1955) proposed that contralateral inhibition 

accounted for Cherry and Taylors,  results. However, since the 

addition of noise in the silences of interrupted speech has the 

same effect, i.e. it improves intelligibility, as in the silences 

of alternated speech such an explanation seems unlikely. The 

time over which inhibition operated would have to be longer than 

the silent interval caused by interruption. 

Huggins (1964) suggested that interrupting speech, whether 

directly or by switching from ear to ear, introduced false 

phonemic cues. 	In this case an improvement in articulation 

would be expected when noise was added in the silences of 

interrupted Fi3 words. 

Huggins (1967) suggested that interruption interfered with the 

organisation of words into higher order perceptual units. Noise 

added in the silences could reduce such interference. 	Since 

single words, with no contextual or other constraints, cannot be 

grouped into higher order units, no improvement could be 

expected on adding noise to interrupted PB words. 

A further possibility is that interrupted speech is sufficiently 

unlike speech not to call up linguistic associations.*  Adding noise 

In the silences renders the interrupted speech sufficiently like 

See mote 01>peisiit- 



noisy speech for linguistic association to be used. 

To obtain data to help decide between these hypotheses, it was 

planned to carry out tests with PB words embedded in a phrase 

in which the words were meaningless. 

The strongly voiced components of PE words were thus to be 

. heard in four situations: isolated, embedded in white noise, 

together with the surrounding components of a 'neutral' phrase, 

and also this last signal with noise between the strongly voiced 

components. 

Hypotheses based on switching times would require intelligibility 

to improve both with the addition of noise and with embedding in 

.a phrase. 

Hypotheses based on disturbance of phonemic cues would require 

an increase in intelligibility when noise was added but not when 

words were part of a 'neutral' phrase. 

Hypotheses based on the organisation of words into higher order 

perceptual units would require no differences in intelligibility 

in any of the four cases. 

Hypotheses based on linguistic association would require that the 

intelligibility improve when the words were part of the 'neutral' 

phrase but not with the addition of noise. 

Other hypotheses to account for the improvement in intelligibility 

undoubtedly exist but the present experiment will at least show 

which of the above named are compatible with the observed 

results with strongly voiced components and noise. 
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6.3.2 	' The experiment 

Twelve lists of twenty—five P3 words were used as the test material 

in this experiment. 	All twelve lists were recorded twice. 	The 

first recording was made with the test word at the end of the 

phrase "the next word is  	A momentary pause was made 

.between the word 'is' and the test word. 	The word lists were 

then re—recorded with only the test words being transferred to 

the copy tape. The words in each list then occurred in isolation 

at a rate of about one every two seconds. 

The second recording was made with the test words in the phrase 

"say the word 	 at the end of this phrase". 	The test word 

was spoken as a fluent word in the phrase. The same speaker, 

English, male voice, made these recordings as made the previous 

prose recordings. 

Seven subjects heard all twelve lists both with the words in 

isolation and in the 'neutral'carrier phrase. 	All test sessions 

commenced with a practice passage consisting of the strongly 

voiced components of prose with noise between them; 	Subjects 

set their preferred noise level at this stage which was then 

used, when necessary, throughout the session. 	The strongly 

voiced components from six lists were heard in each session, 

three with the strongly voiced components only and three with 

noise between the components. 

Subjects were instructed to repeat each word as it occurred when 
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the words were isolated. When the words were in the 'neutral' 

carrier phrase, subjects were told what the phrase was and 

instructed to repeat the test word at the end of the phrase. 

The responses were recorded for later analysis. The subjects 

were. informed that the test words were common English single 

syllable words, i.e. composed of either consonant-vowel-consonant, 

consonant-vowel, vowel-consonant or vowel alone with approximately-

the frequency of occurrence in normal English. 

The recordings of subjects' responses were listened to with care 

and a phonetic transcript made of each word. Only words that 

were repeated completely correctly were scored as words correct. 

The number of vowels wrongly repeated was also scored. 

Consonants were divided into three categories, stops, non-stops 

and blanks. The distribution in each category was compared 

in the original list and in the responses. 

In any one session, the strongly voiced components of 150 words 

were heard, 75 with and 75 without noise. 	Total scores in each 

group were converted to percentages for analysis. 

Although only 300 words were heard, and some of those were 

duplicates, only one word in four or so was correctly repeated 

by any one subject and no knowledge was given as to which words 

were correctly repeated. 	The list of words could therefore 

be considered as effectively infinite. Using the same lists 

twice was unlikely to be detrimental to results. 
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6.3.3 	Results 

6.3.3.1 	Isolated PB words 

The two sets of scores of words correctly repeated when the strongly 

voiced components were heard with and without noise were converted 

to percentages. Fourteen percentage estimates were thus obtained 

.for each case. 	The two sets of data were examined for their 

goodness of fit to the normal distribution. 	The arithmetic 

mean of both sets was less than 20 and the distribution was 

very skewed. Of the two transformations considered in paragraph 

5.1.3, the logarithmic gave a better fit to the normal distribution 

than the arcsin. 	The data was therefore subjected to the 

logarithmic transformation before analysis. 	The difference 

between transformed scores from each session with and without 

noise were also treated to obtain a mean improvement score. 

The results_ are shown in table 6.5 

TABLE 6.5 

Percentage of PB words correctly repeated 
when strongly voiced components were heard 
with and without noise (some scores transformed) 

1 7(T) s t p 1(1) 

no noise —0.28 13 18 

with noise 1.57 13 19 

improvement 1.85 14 0.48 0.7 



Notes to table 6.5: 

1(T): Mean value of transformed data 
s 	: 	Standard deviation of transformed data 
t 	: 	't' of t-test 
R : probability of null hypothesis being correct 
X(71): Mean value calculated with transformed data but transformed 

back to normal data scale 
Improvement scores were obtained by taking individual differences 
not differences between means 

Adding noise between the strongly voiced components of isolated 

PB words did not increase the number of words correctly heard 

to a significant degree. This conclusion confirms that of 

Miller and Licklider (1950) obtained when PB words were interrupted 

at a regular rate. 

6.3.3.2 	PB words in 'neutral' carrier phrase 

The analysis performed was precisely similar to that in the case 

of isolated PB words. The mean scores of the untransformed 

data were close to 30%, higher than for isolated words, the 

difference will be discussed in the next paragraph, 6.3.3.3, 

and markedly less skewed. Both transformations were again 

applied to improve the fit of the data to the normal distribution. 

The arcsin gave the better fit but the difference between the 

fits obtained with the two transformations was not significant. 

The logarithmic transformation was therefore applied to make 

the. data, in the form used for analysis, consistent with the 
ga. 

data in the case of isolated PB words. 
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The results are shown in table 6.6 

TABLE 6.6 

Percentage of PB words correctly repeated 
when the strongly voiced components were 
heard with and without noise in a 'neutral' 
carrier phrase (some scores transformed) 

X(T) s t p x(71) 

no noise 20.0 10 28 

with noise 25.7 9 31 

improvement 5.8 9 2.33 <0.05 

Meaning of symbols: 	see notes to table 6.5 (back one page) 

Since the observed mean scores could occur by chancel  assuming 

no real effect due to adding noise, nearly once in twenty similar 

trials, there is no overwhelming evidence to reject the null 

hypothesis. However, the result indicates that there may be 

a real improvement in the number of words correctly repeated 

when noise is added between the strongly voiced components of 

a neutral carrier phrase including a PB word as the test word. 

The different result when adding noise.around the strongly voiced 

component of an isolated PB word, namely no improvement, is 

interesting when compared with the results with words in a 

carrier phrase. This result has little meaning in isolation 

and will be discussed further in the next' paragraph. 



6.3.3.3 	PB words  in isolation compared with in neutral phrase 

The data obtained with isolated words with and without noise can 

be combined since no statistically significant difference was 

found between their means. The variances were not considered as 

they were nearly identical. 

Although not so obviously permisssible, the data obtained with 

PB words in the carrier phrase was also combined. This 

procedure can be justified since differences due to noise 

are of no interest when considering the effect of putting the 

PB words in a carrier phrase. 

The transformed data presented in tables 6.5 and 6.6 were 

combined to produce the results given in table 6.7 

TABLE 6.7 

Percentage of PB words correctly repeated 
when strongly voiced components were heard 
either alone or as part of a 'neutral' 
carrier phrase (some scores transformed) 

x(T) a t p x(1) 

isolated 0.65 14 
4.9 

9 i 
<0.001 

19 

in phrase 22.9 29 

Notes to table 6.7 
X(T): mean of transformed score 
a 	: estimate of parent population standard deviation 
t 	as in t—test 
p 	: null hypothesis probability 
X(7{); mean transformed back to original data scale 
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It is also possible that coarticulation was responsible 
for the improved scores when the test words were 
embedded in a phrase. The test word occurred between 
the words 'word' and 'at'. Transitions from word to 
word might be expected to provide information about the 
identity of the initial and final phonemes of the test 
words. To minimise the effect a stop was inserted 
between the test word and 'at' when voicing was continuous. 
The gating circuit then always switched off at both the 
beginning and the end of test words. The main effect 
to be expected would then be a reduction in the number 
of incorrect blanks (no consonant responses) at the end 
of test words compared with the case in which the words 
occurred in isolation. Data for the isolated words 
situation is presented in table 6.9, p.146. 	The table 
below, which is directly comparable with the top half 
of table 6.9, shows the percentage of stop, non—stop 
and blank consonants presented and perceived when the 
test words were presented in the form of the strongly—
voiced components without noise and with the test words 
embedded in a neutral phrase. 

The number of blanks perceived has now been reduced to 
approximately the number presented. However, detailed 
study of the individual errors shows that this is not 
sufficient to account for the full improvement in 
intelligibility. Coarticulation is nevertheless an 
important factor. 

The percentage of consonants in different 
categories as presented and perceived. 
The strongly—voiced components of PB words 
embedded in a phrase were heard without noise. 

fvleseA,CatL ]Aced 
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The standard deviations of the two groups of data gave a variance 

ratio of just over 2. 	This value was tested for significance 

but could occur in ten percent of trials assuming that the 

data for isolated words and words in a phrase come from a common 

. population. 	The t-test result was therefore the one of 

importance. The increase in the number of words heard when 

PB words were embedded in a carrier phrase and the strongly voiced 

components heard was highly significant. 

This result is evidence in favour of the linguistic association 

hypothesis or a switching time hypothesis. However, a switching 

time hypothesis would require a similar improvement in the number 

of words heard when noise was added to the strongly voiced com-

ponents of prose or PB words in a carrier phrase. 

When the strongly voiced components were in a framework that 

allowed the signal to sound like speech the sounds had to be 

interpreted as words. Such frameworks were found to be noise 

surrounding the strongly voiced components of prose or the strongly 

voiced components of known words close to an unknown word. A 

single pulse of voicing in noise, as occurs with isolated words, 

does not have the same speech-like characteristics. 

The result that adding noise between the strongly voiced components 

of PB words in a carrier phrase increased the number of words 

heard is consistent with this hypothesis. 

Since a meaningless PB word cannot be organised into a higher 

.44A opposit-,e 
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order unit of perception, th,6 improvement obtained by embedding 

the PB words in a neutral phrase means that such a hypothesis 

is not entirely satisfactory. 

Since adding noise around the strongly voiced components of 

isolated PB words did not increase the number of words heard, 

the hypothesis concerning false phonemic cues is also 

unsatisfactory. 

6.3.3.4 	Errors in the perception of vowels 

The strongly voiced components of speech contain major segments 

of vowels. 	Few errors were therefore expected in subjects' 

repititions of vowels and no significant change in the number 

of errors was expected when noise was added between strongly 

voiced components. The mean number of errors per list, based 

on 60 lists,is shown in table 6.8 

TABLE 6.8 

Number of vowels incorrectly repeated 
when the strongly voiced components of 
PB words were heard 

fi s t p 

without noise 2.90 1.84 
0.71 . 	0.5 

with noise 2.68 1.52 

N : 	mean number of vowels incorrect per list 
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Errors in the perception of vowels only occurred about once in 

every ten words and were evenly distributed between presentations 

with and without noise. 

Since the vowels were usually correctly heard, the low scores of 

words correctly repeated must be attributed to errors in the 

perception of consonants. 	The data was examined for systematic 

consonant errors as described in the next paragraph. 

6.3.3.5 	Errors in the perception of consonants  

Errors made in the repitition of consonants were analysed for 

thirty lists taken at random from different subjects' responses. 

The lists were chosen from those in which the strongly voiced 

components of isolated words, with and without noise, had been 

heard. 

The consonants were divided into three categories: Stop 

consonants, blanks, i.e. no consonant, and others, e.g. 

fricatives. 	The percentage of consonants in each category 

was determined both for the original list and for the subjects' 

responses. 	Four different groups were treated separately: 

Initial consonants, with and without noise, and final consonants, 

again with and without noise. 

The results are presented in table 6.9. 

It is difficult to find any systematic pattern in the results. 

Certainly, the data is consistentwith a random distribution. 
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TABLE 6.9 

The percentage of consonants in different 
categories as presented and perceived. 
The strongly voiced components of isolated 
PB words were heard with and without noise 

presented perceived 

type 	of 	
----- consonant stop non- 

stop 
blank stop 

non-
stop 

blank 

initial 33 56 11 12 50 38 

final 43 37 20 39 22 39 

init+noise 30 60 10 28 51 21 

final-i-noise 33 32 35 42 21 37 

This result, together with the result that adding noise between 

the strongly voiced components of prose improves intelligibility 

but makes no difference with lists of PB words, makes interference 

with phonemic cues an unlikely explanation of the observations. 

6.3.4 	Summary of results 

The percentage of words that could be correctly repeated when the 

strongly voiced components of PB word lists were heard was low, 

about 18%. Adding noise between strongly voiced components 

did not make any significant difference. 

When the words were spoken as part of the phrase "say the word 

	 at the end of this phrase", the number of words correctly 

repeated was significantly higher, about 28%. Adding noise 
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between the strongly voiced components in this case increased 

the number of words correctly repeated to 31%; the increase 

was probably significant. 

The number of vowels correctly repeated was high, nearly 90%. 

Errors in the perception of consonants were sufficiently varied 

for no conclusions to be made. 

6.3.5 	Discussion 

Of the four hypotheses mentioned in the introduction to this 

experiment, paragraph 6.3.1, the results tend to favour the one 

based on linguistic association. 

Of the sounds heard, the one that sounded most like speech, the 

strongly voiced components of a neutral phrase including the 

PB test word, gave the highest score of words correct. 

Grammar and context could be of no assistance with any of the 

signals used. 

It appears from the results that a certain time is necessary 

to allow linguistic association to be brought into use. 	To 

this extent, the switching time hypothesis is compatible with 

the data. If switching on the attention is regarded as similar 

to switching on linguistic association, then the two hypotheses 

have many parallel features 
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6.4 	Grammar and context  

6.4.1 	Introduction 

It has already been shown that adding noise between the strongly 

voiced components of prose phrases increases the number of words 

that can be repeated by about 20 percentage points, paragraph 

6.2.3.2. 	It has also been shown that a similar experiment 

with a list of PB words does not show any improvement, paragraph 

6.3.3.1. 	This experiment was primarily intended to determine 

whether contextual,grammatical or other constraints were 

responsible for the different results. 

It is well known that the intelligibility of noisy speech is 

reduced when contextual and grammatical cues are removed, 

for example, Miller and Isard (1963). 	This experiment was, 

designed to discover whether the improvement in intelligiblilk 

whenaddingnoise between strongly voiced components was also 

dependent on context and grammar. 

At the same time, the normal temporal order and pattern, or 

rhythm, of prose was adjusted to determine how critical this 

factor was in contributing to intelligibility. 

An attempt was made to span the difference between PB word lists 

and normal prose in logical steps in order to pick out any 

crucial factors. 

Some evidence has already been gathered to suggest that linguistic 

association may or may not be called up according to the precise nature 



of the signal consisting of the strongly voiced components and 

noise. 	The more like normal speech the signal becomes, the 

higher its intelligibility. 	If this hypothesis is indeed an 

adequate explanation, then the more like natural speech, i.e 

the more normal the rhythm and context and grammar, the signal 

becomes the greater the intelligibility will be. Starting with 

a lower intelligibility, noise between the strongly voiced compo-

nents might be expected to have a lesser effect than otherwise. 

This is because adding the noise would not make the signal very 

much more speech-like and such evidence as there is, House, 

Stevens, Sandel and Arnold (1962), suggests that a signal has to 

sound very speech-like indeed for linguistic association to 

be made use of. 

6.4.2 	The experiment 

Four types of test passage were used in this experiment. samples 

of each- type are shown in Appendix A. 	The first type of passage 

consisted of prose passages split up into phrases with a pause 

between each; this type of passage was also used in the experiment 

described in paragraph 6.2. For the next type of passage it 

was desired to retain grammatical structure but to remove the 

thread of meaning given by context. 	To generate such passages, 

words were taken from four different texts according to certain 

rules. Two or three consecutive words were taken at random from 
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one passage and incorporated in the passage under construction. 

The part of speech of the next word was noted and one of the other 

original passages scanned for a similar part of speech. 	This 

word, and either one or two immediately following, were then 

added to the passage under construction. By continuing this 

process passages of any length desired were constructed. 	The 

effect of this procedure is illustrated more clearly by the 

example, passage B, Appendix A, than by description. 

The third type of passage was required to retain only word 

frequencies of typical English, both grammatical and contextual 

clues were to be removed. 	This was achieved by taking the last 

word of every other line from a book or magazine article. 

The first type of passage was presented in phrases, blocks of 

about eight words; the second type was similarly broken down; 

the third type was presented in blocks of only four or five 

words in an attempt to offset the greater difficulties of 

memorizing this type. 

The fourth type of passage was designed to retain all, the normal 

features of grammar and context but to have its temporal pattern 

disturbed. Normal prose was used but was read as a list of 

unrelated words with none of the varying inflection common to 

fluent speech. 	In this case, recall was one word at a time 

rather than a block at a time. 

Four passages of each type were prepared, read by a male voice. 
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The passages were all about 200 words long. Five subjects each 

heard the strongly voiced components of all sixteen passages. 

White noise was added between the strongly voiced components 

of either the first or second hundred words in every case. The 

total number of presentations with each order was equal. 

Tests commenced with a practice session of about two or three 

minutes during which the strongly voiced components of continuous 

prose were heard interleaved with noise. 	At this stage, subjects 

set the level of noise which they considered allowed the greatest 

percentage of words to be heard. 	This level of noise was then 

added, when required, during the rest of the test. 	One passage 

of each type was heard in any one test. The same groups of four 

passages were used together with each subject but there was no 

other restriction on the order of presentation. 

The speech and noise levels were the same as employed in previous 

experiments. 	Speech level was some 60 to 65 dB above threshold 

and the speech to noise ratio about 0 dB on average. 	The 

level of voicing required to allow the strongly voiced components 

to be transmitted to the subject was strictly controlled relative 

to the VU level of the speech. 	The switching level was decided 

arbitrarily and maintained throughout all the experiments. 

For the first three types of passage, a signal light was flashed 

to the subject at the end of each group of words. 	Subjects were 

instructed to repeat each of the words heard in the previous 
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group when the light flashed. With the fourth type of passage, 

subjects were instructed to repeat each word as it occurred and 

not to go back and make a second attempt. A gad; a little longer 

than the previous word was allowed for the response to be made. 

The subjects' responses were recorded for later analysis in all 

cases. 

6.4.3 	Results 

All those words correctly repeated by the subjects were scored 

as words correct, regardless of word transpositions. 	The 

Percentage of words correctly repeated varied from about 20 

to 80%. The data was therefore transformed by the logarithmic 

transformation for analysis. 	The distributions for each type 

of passage were then approximately normal. 

The mean scores for each type of passage, both with and without 

noise added between the strongly voiced components, are shown in 

figure.6.1. 	Note that the means shOvIn have been calculated 

from transformed data and then transformed back to the original 

data scale. 	The limits shown are also obtained from the 

transformed mean plus and minus one standard deviation transformed 

back to the original data scale. 	This accounts'for the 

asymmetry of the limits. Also included in figure'6.1 are the 

results with PB words, paragraph 6.3, and the preliminary results 

obtained when shadowing, paragraph 5.7. 
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The score with noise is the 
higher in every case 

x 

X- 

AB CD E F G H I 

Passage type 

A: Novel, light fiction phrase by phrase 
B: Meaningless phrases 
C: Groups of words, no grammar or cntext structure 
D: As 'A' but word by word 
E: Isolated PB words 
F: PB words in 'neutral' carrier phrase 
G: Light fiction phrase by phrase 
H: Light fiction shadowed for first time 

Same passage of light fiction shadowed a second time 

Fig. 6.1: 	Percentage of words correctly repeated when the 

strongly voiced components of various types of 

passage were heard with and without noise 

Note: calculations were carried out with transformed data except 
in cases G, H, and I. 



As expected, the number of words correctly repeated fell as 

context and grammar were removed. 	In all the four cases, A, B, 

C and D in figure 6.1, investigated in this experiment, adding 

noise between the strongly voiced components increased the number 

of words correctly repeated by an amount that was statistically 

significant. 	However, inspection of figure 6.1 shows that the 

degree of improvement varied from case to case. An analysis 

of variance was carried out with improvement scores for each 

passage obtained from transformed data. 	The resulting variance 

table is shown as table 6.10 

TABLE 6.10 

Variance table: improvement in number of 
words heard when noise was added between the 
strongly voiced components of different passages 

Source S of S d.f Var F 

S 955.07 4 238.76 * 

0 282.43 3 94.14 <1 

P 6129.43 3 2043.14 5.67 

o x P 947.59 9 105.28 <1 

S x P 4318.64 12 359.88 * 

S x 0 3044.64 12 253.72 * 

SxOxP 6201.31 36 172.25 * 

S: Subjects 
0: Occasion 
P: Type of passage 

S of S: sum of squares 
d.f: 	degrees of freedom 
Var: 	variance 
F: 	Snedecor's F, variance ratio. 

No valid test 
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There is one underlying assumption for an analysis of this type 

to be valid: 	that the variances of the scores in all the cells 

are homogeneous. 	This assumption cannot be checked directly 

without replication. That is, each subject would have had to 

hear each passage several times. Learning would prevent such 

a procedure from giving true replication, a fourth factor would 

be introduced instead. 

However, in the transformed data used, the variances of the 

scores for the different types of passage were similar. It 

was considered that the fundamental assumption was likely to 

have been met. 

With this design of experiment it is only possible to test the 

significance' of certain variabilities to the total, McNemar (1949) 

includes full analyses for a number of designs. Fortunately, 

the desired effects can be tested. 	The ratio of the variance 

of the 0 x P interaction to the three way interaction can be 

used to - test the significance of the 0 x P interaction. 

The 0 and P main effects can be tested against the S x 0 and 

S' x.P interactions respectively. 	Effects and interactions 

concerning subjects cannot be tested. 	They are usually 

significant. 

The only variance ratio that exceeded unity.in  this case was 

for the type of passage main effect. 	The level of significance 

was very close to 0.01. 
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It was therefore concluded that the different degree of improvement 

found when adding noise between the strongly voiced components 

of the different types of passage was significant. 

Consider the hypothesis that adding noise between the strongly 

voiced components allows greater use to be made of linguistic 

knowledge. The more like natural English that the test material 

was, the greater the improvement in intelligiblity could be when 

noise was added since more clues to the identity of each word 

were then available. 

In other words, full use of linguistic knowledge was made with 

the strongly voiced components plus noise, as far as the test 

passage permitted. 	Without the noise added, the signal was 

not immediately classified as speech, that is meaningful language, 

and so less effective use was made of linguistic knowledge. 

A line drawn through the mean scores with noise for passage types 

A, B, C and E in figure 6.1 rises much more steeply than a 

similar line through the scores without noise. 	This is the 

result to be expected if the hypothesis were correct. 

Notice that the scores obtained from groups of words taken one 

word from the end of every other line of a book were similar to 

those for PB words embedded in a phrase. 	Considering the cases 

of the strongly voiced components with and without noise separately, 

the two sets of data do not differ to a statistically significant 

degree. 



The result obtained when prose passages were read as a list of 

words, column D, figure 6.1, do not immediately fit in with the 

hypothesis. 	The mean score of words correct when noise' was 

present as well as the strongly voiced components is not 

significantly different from the score when the words were 

recalled by phrases. 

If these two scores are indeed independent estimates of the 

same quantity, the high score in the word list case without 

noise must be accounted for. 	The hypothesis of overload 

of the perceptual mechanism would account for the high score 

in this case, or rather the low score in other cases. When 

silence occurs between strongly voiced components, a host of 

irrelevant perceptual cues are present. 	The task of choosing 

the correct solution from an excessive quantity of data causes 

no decision at all to be made in some cases. Adding noise 

between the strongly voiced components removes these false 

cues, the overload is reduced and so scores rise. 	Forcing 

an immediate judgement for each word also reduces the quantity 

of data to be processed at one time. 	The different scores 

obtained with prose read in phrases and as a word list can thus 

be accou_ited for. 	Such a hypothesis renders consideration of 

linguistic association unnecessary. 

If perceptual overload is a complete explanation, three results 

might be expected. The false phonemic cues might alter the 
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distribution of consonants in the responses to the strongly 

voiced components of PB words. No significant redistribution 

was found, paragraph 6.3.3.5. 	It is possible that chance 

factors ensured a normal distribution, even after overloading. 

Signals other than noise in the silent intervals might be 

expected to cause an improvement in the number of words heard. 

Schubert and Parker (1955) did not find this to be the case 

with speech switched from ear to ear. 	In an experiment yet 

to be described, synthetic monotone vowel was used instead of the 

noise and no improvement was found. Again, it could be that 

introducing an unnatural signal into the silences caused by 

interruption leads to perceptual overload. 

With the strongly voiced components of groups of random words, 

column C, figure 6.1, an effect, on adding noise, similar to 

that with meaningful passages would be expected. The results 

in terms of transformed data show that the improvement was 

significantly greater in the latter case. 

On balance, the available results indicate that perceptual 

overload is not a sufficient explanation to account for all 

the results observed. 	It may well make a contribution, however. 

No definitive experiment was carried out to determine the extent 

of such a contribution. 

Can the results with prose read as a word list be interpreted in 

a way compatible with the hypothesis of linguistic association ? 
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It should be noted that there was only sufficient 
time allowed for one response between each word. 
Thus each word tended to elicit some response in 
the word by word case whereas doubtful responses 
would be suppressed when the subject was judging 

, a whole phrase of the same material. 



Since each word was presented seperately, when noise was 

added the situation was similar to that with isolated PB words. 

A pulse of voicing in the midst of noise was not a speech-like 

signal. Thus full use was not made of linguistic knowledge 

whether noise was present between the strongly voiced components 

or not. 	The high score, for the strongly voiced components 

of a prose passage read as a list of words, without noise 

could have been due to the forcing of responses to each word. 

When recall was phrase by phrase, internal checking processes 

would only penult those words both heard and identified to 

be repeated. A few might also be forgotten before repitition. 

In the word by word case, however, subjects were instructed to 

repeat every word. A number of the responses would be guesses 

but many of these would be correct. 

Evidence in favour of this possibility is that there were very 

few incorrect responses when recalling phrases but several when 

recalling word by word. 4( 

If this proposition is accepted, all the results can be accounted 

for by the hypothesis of linguistic association improving the number 

of words heard. The crucial question is then "what are the 

important factors that allow the use of linguistic knowledge ?" 

The results indicate that the criterion is .that the- signal should 

approach as closely as possible to naturalsounding speech. 

Two further pieces of evidence also support this conclusion. 

*Cee ftt erpoSte 
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The result of. House, Stevens, Sandel and Arnold (1962), described 

fully in paragraph 3.4, that true speech sounds are learnt much 

faster than synthetic approximations is the first. 	The second 

is that of Shankweiler (1966). 	Shankweiler found that sounds 

that were speech-like were processed in one cerebral hemisphere 

better than in the other. The opposite hemisphere was preferred 

for other sounds, including sustained vowels. 

It is therefore possible to postulate an auditory centre and a 

linguistic centre in the brain. Any sound heard is classified 

as either speech or not-speech. 	In the latter case, no use 

is made of linguistic knowledge. 	The classification would 

appear not to be under voluntary control. 	In all the'experiments 

described subjects were told that they were going to hear speech. 

6.4.4 	Method of recall 

The results presented in paragraph 6.4.3 also show the effect 

different methods of recall can have on the results obtained. 

In figure 6.1, columns A, D, G, H and I differ mainly according 

to the method by which subjects made their responses. 	The 

percentage of words correctly repeated in each case varied 

considerably, even when considering the effects of adding,  

noise between the strongly voiced components. The hypothesis 

outlined in the last paragraph suggested that a number of words 

that had been correctly heard were not repeated when recall was 
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by phrases. 	The results obtained by shadowing should therefore 

indicate higher percentages - of words heard. 	This was not the 

case. 	The experiment in which passages were shadowed was among 

the first and was of a preliminary nature. It was observed 

that either very good results were obtained at certain times 

or poor results at other times.. It seemed that once the 

thread of the argument had been lost the subjects took some time 

.to recover. Further practice might have improved the performance 

to the expected degree. 

6.4.5 	Summary of results and conclusions 

It'wasTound that the number of words that could be correctly 

repeated when listening to the strongly voiced components of 

speech decreased when linguistic features such as grammar and 

context were removed. 	It was also found that the improvement 

made by adding noise between the strongly voiced components 

decreased significantly in a similar manner. 

The .results were interpreted in terms of the extent to which 

use was made of linguistic knowledge. 

It was postulated that the more like naturally occurring speech 

the interrupted speech became, the more use was Made of linguistic 

knowledge and so the. greater the proportion of words that were 

correctly repeated. 
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6.5 	The mode of interruption 

6.5.1 	Purpose  

A signal consisting of the strongly voiced components of speech 

is a. special form of interrupted speech; the interruption is 

controlled by the level of voicing. 	Such a signal also has 

a similarity to normal noisy speech. 	One of the aims of this 

experiment was to confirm that similar results were obtained 

when the interruption was regular or correlated in some other 

way with the speech. 	That is, to measure any increase in 

intelligibility when adding noise in the silences of interrupted 

speech. 

There is every reason to expect such a result. 	Miller and Licklider's 

(1950) results with regular interruption have been confirmed with 

the strongly voiced components. That is adding noise to interrupted 

PB word lists has no effect. With prose switched from ear to 

ear, Schubert and Parker (1955) found that adding noise did 

improve intelligibility. 	Huggins (1964) pointed out the 

similarity between interruptibn and switching from ear to ear. 

Therefore some improvement is to be expected when adding noise 

in the silences of interrupted prose. 

The experiment was designed to detect any differences in intelligibility 

according to the mode of interruption. 	If the hypothesis of 

linguistic association is valid, higher intelligibilities are 

to be expected when the interruption is correlated with the 



speech than when it is regular. 	This is because, in the 

former case, the signal retains more of the characteristics 

of natural speech. Regular interruption causes chunks of 

phonemes'to occur in very unusual patterns. 

A further aim of the experiment was to test the effect of adding 

signals other than white noise between the strongly voiced 

components. 	As discussed in paragraph 6.4.3, the result may 

have some bearing on the- possibility of the perceptual system 

being overloaded by the interrupted speech signal. 

Huggins (1967) provides evidence that preliminary processing 

of interrupted speech takes place independently at each ear. 

To provide an indicator as to the extent of this preliminary 

processing, a test was incorporated in this experiment in 

which strongly voiced components were heard by the subject in 

one ear and interleaved noise in the other ear. Unless 

recognition of the speech takes .place at a level where the 

information from both ears is available, the linguistic 

association hypothesis would predict no improvement in 

intelligibility when the noise was switched on. 
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6.5.2 	The experiment 

Since the aims of the experiment required comparisons to be 

made between the intelligibility of several different types of 

signal, it was decided to employ a rating scale technique. 

Provided that the order of presentation was varied from test to 

test, the sign test would provide en adequate test of any 

changes in intelligibility. 

-The test material used was a continuous passage of light fiction 

recorded by a male voice, Ehglish speaker. Five pairs of 

signals were presented for rating of the number of words 

.heard according to the five point rating scale. 

1. Regular interrupted speech and also with noise in silences 

2. Strongly voiced components omitted (SV) and also with noise 
in the silences left by removal of the strongly voiced 
components (SV) 

3. SV and SV with a monotone synthetic vowel (V*) in the silences 
left by the removal of SV 

4. SV and SV with V* in the resulting silences 

5. SV in one ear only and SV in one ear with noise in the other 
at times of silence in the first ear. 

The two items in each pair were presented with either one first 

at random. The five pairs were also presented in random order. 

Ten subjects rated the number of words in all ten presentations 

in one session. No practice period-was allowed but all the 

subjects had taken part in previous experiments. 

In case 1, regularly interrupted speech, subjects were first 
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required to set the interruption rate that reduced the number 

of words heard to the lowest possible. 	The procedure was similar 

to that employed in the preliminary experiment described in 

paragraph 5.9.2.. 

In all cases where noise was added to the interrupted speech 

signal, subjects set the level which they considered allowed the 

greatest number of words to be heard. They then made their 

judgement on the five point scale. 

When the synthetic monotone vowel was added, its level was 

arbitrarily set at equal to the VU level of the speech. 

The speech level was again 60 to 65 dB above threshold. 

6.5.3 	Results 

The mean ratings for all ten cases are shown in figure 6.2. 

The results of the original experiment with interleaved noise 

and continuous noise are also included for comparison. 	It 

must be remembered that in the preliminary experiment, paragraph 

5.6, the subjects were all naive, whereas in the present 

experiment they were all experienced. 	The results shown in the 

first two columns may therefore be rather lower than comparable 

results in the other columns. 	The limits shown indicate the 

full range of categories in the responses to each type.of signal. 

The figures in the row labelled 'p' are the probability of the 

observed improvement obtained by adding noise or synthetic vowel 
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Type of test material 

p 	<0.001<0.001<0.001<0.001' — <0.1 <0.3 

0: 	score with noise or synthetic vowel 
X 
	score with interrupted speech alone 

1: SV with noise interleaved 
2: SV with continuous noise 
3: Regularly interrupted speech with noise interleaved 
4: SV with noise interleaved 
5: S7 with V* interleaved 
6: SV with V* interleaved 
7: SV in one ear with noise interleaved in the other 

The symbols are fully explained in the text. . 

Intermediate category decisions were permitted, e.g. C to D. 
Such decisions were treated as midway between the two 

Fig. 6.2: 	Mean ratin,7, of number of words correctly heard of 
various ;forms of interrupted prose with various 
signals inserted in the resulting silences 



being due to chance as determined by the sign test. The sign 

test and its use has been discussed in paragraph 5.1.1. 

The results shown in figure 6.2 lead immediately to a number 

of interesting r4A0a4s.. ferchisions, 

When noise was added in the silences of regularly interrupted 

speech a greater percentage of the words was heard. The same 

result was obtained with the SV and had been obtained in previous 

experiments with the SV. 	The experiment was not sensitive enough 

to decide whether the degree of improvement was different in the 

three cases. 	With this limitation, it would appear that the 

strongly voiced components were not a special form of interrupted 

speech. 
not 

Adding V* between SV or SV dideause a significant increase in 

the estimate of the number of words heard. 	This result is 

in agreement with that of Schubert and Parker (1955), obtained 

with speech switched from ear to ear, and makes it more probable 

that noise of a thermal nature is the only signal that can 

improve the intelligibility of interrupted speech. 

The dichotic presentation, SV in one ear and noise in the other, 

as expected, did not show any difference in the number of words 

heard according to the presence or absence of the noise. 

The judged categories for SV and SV without noise were compared 

with the category for interrupted speech in the case of each 

subject. 	The comparisons were analysed by a sign test. 	The 
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results showed that the number of words heard was greater when 

the interruption was correlated with the speech. 	The SV to 

regularly interrupted comparisons showed that the probability 

of SV not being better was < 0.01. 	With SV the probability 

was < 0.001. 

For the case with noise added, data for the strongly voiced 

components had not been gathered in the experiment. However, 

all the subjects had previously made judgements of the 

intelligibility of SV and interleaved noise. The most recent 

judgement made by each subject was therefore chosen for 

comparison with the rating of the number of words heard when 

noise was added between speech segments of regularly interrupted 

speech. 	The result showed that interruption correlated with 

the level of voicing again gave higher intelligibility. 

The probability of SV and noise not being better than regularly 

interrupted speech and noise was < 0.001. 	The sign test 

showed a- similar significance level with SV. 

Interruption correlated with the speech thus gave higher 

intelligibility than regular interruption whether noise was 

inserted into the silences or not. 

This result conflicts with that of Huggins (1967), obtained for 

speech switched from ear to ear. Huggins found that intelligibility 

was higher when the alternation rate was regular than when it 



occurred at similar relative positions in every word. 	Since 

Huggins's passage was composed of single syllable words, the 

correlated switching was equivalent to switching at the same 

relative point in each syllable, as occurred for the interruptions 

in the present experiment. 

6.5.4 	Conclusions 

The large and significant improvements in subjects' estimates 

of the number of words heard when noise was added to interrupted 

speech indicate that a large difference should be found when 

counting words. 	Subjects'comprehension of passages was poor 

with all types of interruption when no noise was present. 	In 

most cases, all the salient features of the passage heard could 

be recalled when noise had been present. 

This fact indicates that the word scores obtained when prose 

phrases were recalled were more likely to be true estimates 

of the number of words perceived than the scores from prose 

one word at a time. 	This constitutes further evidence that the 

results discussed in paragraph 6.4.3 cannot be explained in terms 

of perceptual overload. 

The result that all forms of interrupted speech were improved 

by inserting noise in the silent intervals shows a basic 

similarity between them. 	This similarity is further reinforced 

by the results of inserting signals other than white noise. 
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It might be expected that replacing the strong voicing in speech 

with a synthetic, monotone vowel would result in a speech-like 

signal. 	The hypothesis of linguistic association would then 

predict a higher intelligibility for such a signal than for 

speech with the same components removed. 	The fact that this 

was found not to be the case must be attributed to the highly 

unnatural sound of the synthetic vowel. The result of House 

et al (1962),which indicated that linguistic associations were 

not made with even good synthetic speechlsupport this view. 

It is then not clear why replacing the strongly voiced components 

with white noise should form a signal sufficiently speech-like 

to call up linguistic associations. 	The same difficulty occurs 

for regularly interrupted speech. 

In the case of the strongly voiced components, adding noise 

between components certainly produces a signal that sounds like 

noisy speech. 	It is possible that any excerpts from real 

speech, embedded in noise, are treated in the same way. 

There would appear to be a time constant involved in the 

recognition of speech and the subsequent application of. linguistic 

knowledge. Comparison of the results with single words, when 

little or no improvement was found on adding noise between the 

strongly voiced components, and prose passages, for which there 

was a large improvement, supports this idea. Further evidence 

in its favour is the result of Pickett and Pollack (1963) 
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that excerpts from fluent speech have to exceed a certain duration 

for their intelligibility to be high. 

In the absence of noise between bursts of speech, it is hypothesised 

that the perceptual mechanism never switches to speech and so 

linguistic knowledge is not fully used. Adding noise makes 

the signal sufficiently speech-like to allow perception to 

switch to a 'speech mode' and stay in that mode provided that 

bursts of true speech occur sufficiently frequently. 

Any signal with any regular characteristics is heard as a noise, 

in the popular sense of the word, and prevents the perceptual 

mechanism from switching to the 'speech mode'. 

Although some similarity was found between the various types 

of interruption, voicing correlated and regular, voice controlled 

interruption did give higher intelligibility. The criterion of 

strong voicing was such that strongly voiced components made up 

about 35% of the time of phrases. 	In regular interruption, 

50% of speech time was available to listeners. 	The advantages 

of correlating the interruptions with the speech itself were 

thus greater than might a. first be thought. 	It may be, but 

the experimental results do not allow of a definite conclusion, 

that SV are perceived better than SV or regular interruption 

when all methods present the speech for 500 of its-total time, 

noise being added in all silences. 	The signal most closely 

approaching a natural form of speech, namely noisy speech, would 
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thus allow the greatest percentage of words to be identified correctly. 

Such a result would be a logical conclusion of the hypothesis of 

linguistic association: 



CHAPTER SEVEN: 	Summary of main results 

Discussion of explanatory hypotheses 

Proposals for further research 

7.1 	The results  

7.1.1 	Basic techniques  

The main feature investigated in the course of the work described 

in this thesis was the strongly voiced components of speech. 

Other forms of interrupted speech have also been considered. 

These were, speech interrupted at regular rates from 0.8 to 

80 Hz, 50% on time, and speech from which the strongly voiced 

components had been removed. 	The criterion of strong voicing 

was such that strongly voiced components were present, on average, 

for 35% of the duration of phrases. 	The effects of adding noise 

in the silences caused by interruption formed the heart of the 

investigation. 

Two methods were employed to measure and compare the number of 

words heard in different cases. 	The first, used with continuous 

prose test materials, required the subject to estimate the number 

of words heard on a five point rating scale. 	The second method 

involved subjects repeating either words or phrases, which were 

recorded for later analysis. The most interesting results 

concerned the addition of white noise in the silences caused 

by interruption. 
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7.1.2 	Results 

Adding noise in the silences between the strongly voiced 

components of prose caused a dramatic increase in the number of 

words correctly heard. On the rating scale the mean improvement 

was 2  categories. The increase obtained with recall by phrases 

was about 25 percentage points, from 40 or 45 to 65 or 70 %. 

Both improvements were statistically highly significant. With 

the type of signal used in the tests, one category on the rating 

scale corresponded to about 10 percentage points difference when 

counting words. However, the correspondence only applied at 

intermediate intelligibilities. The lowest rating category 

covered 0 to 30% and the highest 70 to 100%. 	Subjects' numerical 

estimates of the percentage of words heard were typically 25% 

for the strongly voiced components alone and 75% when noise was 

added. 

The strongly voiced components of PB words, presented at the rate 

of one every two seconds, did not show a similar effect when noise 

was added. Whether noise was added in the silences or not, about 

20% of the words were correctly repeated. When the strongly 

voiced components of the phrase " say the word 	 at the end 

of this phrase ", containing a PB word, were heard, the number 

of test words heard correctly rose to about 30%. 	In this case, 

adding noise in the silences caused an increase in the number 

of words heard correctly that was probably significant. 
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It is interesting to note that, in terms of transformed scores, 

the improvement in the percentage of words correctly repeated, 

when the test material was changed from isolated PB words to 

PB words in the 'neutral' phrase, was almost identical with that 

obtained when noise was added between the strongly voiced 

components of prose. 

A similar degree of improvement in the number of words heard was 

found when noise was added in the silences caused by regularly 

interrupting speech at the rate that gave the lowest intelligiblity, 

about 3 Hz. A similar improvement was again found when noise 

was added in the silences caused by removing the strongly voiced 

components of speech. 

No improvement was found in any of the cases when a monotone 

synthetic vowel was used instead of the noise. 	It was noted 

that the synthetic vowel did not have particularly speech—like 

characteristics. 

A significantly greater percentage of words were heard when the 

interruption was controlled according to the level of voicing 

than when it was regular. 

7.2 	Relevant results from other work 

Miller and Licklider (1950) performed experiments with interrupted 

lists of PB words. The rate of interruption that gave lowest 

intelligibility was about 1 Hz, cf. 3 Hz in the experiments 



previously described. 	The difference between critical rates may 

have been due to the rate of speaking. Miller and Licklider did 

not detect any improvement when they added noise in the silences 

left by interruption. 	This result agrees with that obtained in 

the present work. 

Cherry and Taylor (1954), working with prose switched from ear 

to ear at a regular rate, alternated speech, found a critical 

rate of alternation, about 3Hz, at which intelligibility was 

lowest. The result was attributed to a time constant involved 

in switching the attention from one ear to the other. Such a 

hypothesis is not consistent with the result that a similar 

critical rate and intelligibility null were found with interrupted 

speech. 

Schubert and Parker (1955) performed an experiment similar to 

that of Cherry and Taylor. They also added noise in the silences 

created in each ear by the alternation. At the critical rate, 

adding noise increased the intelligibility. 	The null at the 

critical rate was almost erased. 	This result was attributed 

to contralateral inhibition reducing the intelligibility in the 

without noise case. The sudden cessation of the signal in 

either ear inhibited perception at the other ear for a time. 

Since a similar effect was obtained with interrrupted speech,, 

the inhibition need not be contralateral only. 	It would have 

to be ipsilateral as well. 	However, a different critical rate 
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would then be expected with interrupted speech. 	In fact, the 

rates for lowest intelligibility axe very similar for interrupted 

and alternated speech. 

Huggins (1964) showed that the critcal rate of alternation was 

linked to the rate of speaking. He also showed that the results 

obtained with alternated speech could be explained as the sum 

of two complementary interrupted speech signals, provided allowance 

was made for the fact that full context was available to both 

the signals. 	These results are consistent with the results 

obtained when noise was added in the silences of interrupted and 

alternated speech. 	They are also consistent with the finding 

in the present work that the critical rate of interruption was 

not significantly different from the rate given by the strongly - 

voiced components. 

Huggins suggested that the improvement caused by adding noise in 

the silences produced by alternation was due to the noise 

masking-false perceptual cues. 	In particular, the alternated, 

or interrupted,speech introduces silences that could be interpreted 

as parts of stop consonants. 	If this were the case, similar 

results would be expected with PB words as with prose and signals 

other than white noise should give a similar improvement. 

Neither of these predicted results occurs; it therefore seems 

unlikely that this is an adequate explanation. 
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Hughes, House, Goldstein and Rupf (1966) found that when the 

alternation was synchronised with syllables the intelligibility 

was lower, the error rate doubled in fact, than when the 

alternation was regular, at the critical rate. 

Huggins (1967) came to the same result, syllable—tied alternation 

gave a higher error rate than regular alternation at the worst 

rate. 

This result has to be compared with the opposite result for 

interrupted speech. 	In the present work, it was found that the 

strongly voiced components, present 35% of the time, were more 

intelligible than regularly interrupted speech, present 50% 

of the time. 	One possible explanation is that proposed by 

Huggins (1967). Alternation interferes with the organisation 

of the segments into higher order units. 	Such interference 

could be worse when one type of segment was heard in one ear 

and other types in the other. If such interference occurred 

with interrupted speech at all, it would be much less severe 

because of the relatively long time between segments. 	The 

presence of one class of phoneme almost complete, but the others 

absent, could be preferable to hearing the majority of phonemes 

interrupted. 
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7.3 	The linguistic association hypothesis  

It was found that the more like normal speech that the test 

material was, i.e. full grammatical and semantic constraints, 

rhythm and duration, the greater the improvement that occurred 

when noise was added between the strongly voiced components. 

.This suggested that the addition of noise allowed fuller use 

to be made of the linguistic features. 	The strongly voiced 

'components alone did not sound very much like speech and so 

linguistic association did ,not occur. 	When noise was added, 

the signal sounded like noisy speech and so linguistic association 

then occurred. 	Isolated PB words, whether with or without noise, 

were not speech-like and so no linguistic association occurred. 

When the PB words were spoken as part of a known phrase, the other 

words were heard as speech since they were known and thus 

linguistic association was occurring and remained in force for 

the test word. 	Little or no further improvement could then 

occur when noise was added. 

House, Stevens, Sandel and Arnold (1962) found that true speech 

had a considerable advantage over synthetic approimations in 

the rate of learning. This result supports the hypothesis in 

that it shows that certain sounds, classified as Speech, have 

the perceptual advantage of being judged as one of the set of 

sounds of language. 

Further support is provided by Shankweiler and Studdert-Kennedy 
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(1967) who found that certain speech components are better 

identified when presented to one ear than when to the other. 

This result can be interpreted as evidence for the existence of 

an auditory centre in one cerebral hemisphere and a linguistic 

centre in the other. All sounds may be processed by the 

auditory centre but only sounds with the special characteristics 

that allow them to be classified as speech go on to be processed 

in the language centre. The crucial question is then " what 

are those special characteristics ?" A number of possible 

answers have been proposed but none of them have yet been tested 

directly. 

Sayers (1968, private communication) has suggested that temporal 

patterns on the basilar membrane may be responsible for the 

classification of sounds as speech or not-speech. 	Interrupted 

speech could give rise to a pattern unlike that produced by real 

speech but the addition of noise in the silences could render 

the pattern more typical of that produced by normal speech. 

Given the correct type of pattern of activity at the basilar 

membrane, the linguistic knowledge centre would be brought 

directly into use. The central feature of this argument is 

that the crucial decision to make use of linguistic knowledge 

is basically peripheral. Support for the hypothesis comes 

from current work in the Department of Electrical Engineering, 

Imperial College. 
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This result was to be expected if the foreign 
listeners were translating some of the English 
words into their own languages. The sounds of 
the English test material would only elicit 
full linguistic association in those subjects 
who were thinking fluently in English. 



A second hypothesis depends on temporal pattern. 	This suggests 

that the rhythm of the speech itself is identified in the auditory 

centre and the linguistic cntre is then brought into use. A 

third hypothesis would retire the identification of some 

consecutive sounds as words in the auditory centre. These 

words, and any subsequent sounds in the same grcup, would then 

be processed in the linguistic centre. 

These three hypotheses are all compatible with the available 

evidence including one point not yet reported. 	This is that . 

when demonstrations were given to foreigners with adequate 

command of English, adding the noise between the strongly voiced 

le components had no effect. 

7.4 	Lines for further research 

The linguistic association hypothesis could be tested by 

further experiments. One would be to add noise between the 

strongly voiced components of synthetic speech and in the 

silences caused by regular interruption of synthetic speech. 

The addition of noise should cause a smaller increase in the 

percentage of words correctly heard than when real speech was 

used. 

A second experiment would take the strongly voiced components 

of groups of 5 or 6 PB words. A considerable improvement 

See 	44e op?  654 
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would be predicted in the number of words correctly heard 

when noise was added between the strongly voiced components 

by the linguistic association hypothesis. 	Semantic and 

grammatical context could have no effect in such an experiment. 

False phonemic cues have also been discounted as an explanation 

for the results by the analysis of consonant errors in the 

PB word experiment. Few factors other than linguistic association 

are therefore available to account for the results. 

The results of the test with words taken at random from a novel 

indicate that a positive result might be expected from such an 

experiment as the one ju6t described. 	Such a result would 

confirm the deductions made from the improvement when PB words 

were embedded in a 'neutral' phrase. 

The result when words were taken one at a time, in order, from 

prose, namely only a small improvement on adding noise between 

the strongly voiced components, poses the problem of how long 

an excerpt has to be before linguistic association occurs. 

An experiment in which words were taken from prose one at a 

time, in pairs, in triplets and so on, might yield interesting 

results both with strongly voiced components alone and with noise 

added. 	The result of Pickett and Pollack (1963) that excerpts 

from fluent speech had to exceec 0.8 seconds duration for 

intelligibility to be high would make an interesting comparison 

possible. 
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Another point raised by the experiments performed was the advantage 

of voicing synchronised interruption over regular interruption. 

The experiment that gave this result was conducted with 

comparisons made by means of the rating scale. 	It would be 

desirable to repeat the experiment counting words correctly 

repeated in order to establish the magnitude of the advantage. 

The advantage should also be compared with the corresponding 

disadvantage for alternated speech. 

It is difficult to visualise any experiments which could determine 

the manner in which a decision is made as to which of the 

hypotheses proposed, if any, are relevant to the determination 

of whether a signal will be passed to the linguistic centre. 

Such an investigation might well prove to be one of the most 

rewarding paths opened up by this thesis. If positive results 

could be obtained, they would provide convincing evidence in 

favour of the linguistic association hypothesis. 

The experiment which attempted to improve the intelligibility 

of noisy speech did not come to a satisfactory conclusion. 

Further knowledge of.precisely which features of speech allow 

use to be made of the linguistic knowledge available may allow 

of a more satisfactory result. 	This could only be the case 

if full use is not made of linguistic knowledge when listening 

to very noisy speech. 

An improvement in the perception of speech by the extremely deaf 
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may also be possible,again provided that their hearing is such 

that they cannot make full use of linguistic knowledge because 

of some missing crucial feature of the sound they hear. 

7.5 	Conclusion 

The strongly voiced components' of speech are a form of interrupted 

speech. 	Adding noise in the silences caused by interrupting 

fluent speech caused the number of words correctly perceived to 

increase significantly. 	With single words, little or no 

improvement was found. Embedding the single words in a known 

phrase increased the percentage of words correct. 

The results were interpreted as indicating that the interrupted 

speech was not perceived in such a way that full use was made 

of linguistic knowledge. Addition of noise in the silences 

altered the nature of the signal so that full use could be made 

of linguistic knowledge. 
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APPENDIX  

Examples of the types of passage used in the experiment described 

in paragraph 6.4. 

The ends of phrases are indicated by a single slash (/) and the 

break dividing the passage into two halves is indicated by a 

double slash (//). 

The number of words in each phrase is indicatdd'by the subscript 

number at the end of the phrase. 

The first type of passage was taken from fiction or from semi—

technical material. An example follows: 

"Once or twice when they reached the dell 8 / they got a greater 

thrill than even the discovery of a mushroom could give
14 
 / for 

the gipsies were there / their painted caravan drawn up / 
5 	 5 

their poor old skeleton horse turned loose to graze 
9 
/ and their 

fire with a cooking pot over it 9  / as though the whole road 

belonged to them 8  / with men making pegs 4  / women combing their 

hair or making cabbage nets 8  / and boys and girls and dogs 

sprawling around 8  / the dell was full of dark wild life 8  

foreign to the hamlet children and fascinating yet terrifying 9  // 

when they saw the giDsies 5  / they drew back behind their mother 

and .the baby carriage 10  / for there was a tradition that once 

years before 9  / a child from a neighbouring village had been 

stolen by them 	/ even the cold ashes where a gipsy's fire had 
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been/ sent little squiggles of fear down Laura's spine/ 10 	8 
for how could she know that they were not still lurking near 12  

with designs on her own person
6 
 / her mother laughed at her 

fears and said
8  / surely to goodness they've got children 

enough of their own 10  / but Laura would not be reassured 6  " 

First half: 12 phrases, 95 words 
Second half: 11 phrases, 95 words 

The second type of passage retained a fairly rigid grammatical 

structure but semantic constraints were considerably eased. 

An example of this type follows: 

"on his return though each home 6  / had been considerably rolled 

through the reconstruction 7  / we can do the obvious plan 6  

at the festivities began this detail 6  / the first home by half 

a distinction / is that it was rectangular in the harbour / 
7 	 8 

the idea of an ordinary day's concrete 7  / had been rolled through 

the universe was to design 9  / for the abundance of pottery 

destroyers rode at speculation , / it had their problem was from the 

modern officials honoured
10 
 / the establishment of his signal to 

the breakwater
8 
 / terminated seven forces through the successors 

6  / as the reflection they would cap with concrete 8  // 

both freedom and investigation 
4 
/ of real and lowest cost of 

wave action 8  / whose distinction is the basic measurement- of 

us live from the reef
12 
 / for nore than revered by his next 
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home 8 	 7 / they localised and among half a century / rather it 

was the process and above sea level 
9 

/ it had to forge in the 

doubt that they cut blocks 11 / and ended only when the 

philosophical speculation 7 / they would realise other objects 

found6 	 6 / while this has pursued such problems / asked to 

extend the small island
6  / a victory that recast the foundations 

onto the ruins 9  " 

First Half: 13 phrases, 96 words 

Second half: 12 phrases, 92 words 

The third type of passage was intended to have neither semantic 

nor grammatical constraints. Words chosen from a book, effectively 

at random, were linked in groups to form ' pseudo-phrases '. 

A passage of this type follows: 

" called where she died understood 5  / from the pipe he while 

she own 7  / and all from writer niece 5  / now have I in your 

spoken 6  / give he and strange remembered 5  / admitting aunt of 

mother 4  / penned on here lay water bound 6  / its the coach sky,  
• 

road sparse 6  / came and the departure a drive 6  / and afraid 

will what girl 
5 
/ hard not and man not 5 

would his dusk her 

you like 6  / to she of woman its who forward is 8  / and queer 

any much 4 	5 / make what more horses drink / and not persist 

word 4  / he was window said though from 6  / would was way to 

only knees 6  // 



I to dirty and hurry 
5 
/ an 	 6 d of a to cheerful been / her she 

a story 4  / and have people town one long distinction 7  / of 

than the leather 4 	5 / it was had creaks rain / spat road some 

wasted 4  7 very of it minds must 5  / crumbling something the 

instant perhaps / that desolate a to of that drive / 
5 	 7 

shabby presence to wind of them/ that gallop a no four / 6 	5 
and a down his you will horses

7 
 / and disappear in a the 

swinging 6  / and passage face not that laughed 6  / a have niece 

fool 4 	4 	4 
/ the me step down / eyes in gone across / though 

been her obviously to 5  " 

First half: 18 groups, 99 words 
Second half: 19 groups, 99 words 

The fourth type of passage employed similar material to the first. 

Unlike the three other cases, however, the passage was read as 

a list of separate words rather than in normally inflected 

groups. 
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